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Chapterr Eight 
Finale:: the case 
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Corporation n 
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Inn this chapter I will present a summary and analysis of the resistance to and campaign 
againstt Stone Container Corporation's industrial forestry project Ston Forestal S.A. in 
Costaa Rica over the period 1992-1995, while adding some observations of the impacts 
untill  1999. I will try to deal systematically with the natural resource-related sources of 
discontentmentt in the Osa Peninsula and the (interactions of the) five building blocks 
off  campaigning power that were used to build a campaign on this ground. After having 
donee so, I will reflect on the strengths and shortcomings of the theory and the 
applicationn of the building blocks when analyzing such a case of ecologist coalition-
building.. I will reflect on the central concept of grounded green campaigning and what 
-- based on this particular case study and the relevant knowledge of other cases - I 
regardd as dilemmas in such campaigning in both its analysis and practice. I will start 
thiss all with a short discussion of the concepts used. 

8.11 Conceptual elements of the research process 

Thee central research question of this research project was: under what conditions and 
accordingg to what principles were coalitions built to oppose the Ston Forestal industrial 
forestryy project on the Osa Peninsula, and what were the factors contributing to the 
successess and failures of this opposition? The main question involved both an empirical 
andd a theoretical challenge. Both conditions and principles of coalition-building could 
onlyy be determined and detected in close dialogue with what I would find was relevant to 
thee study 'in the field' on the one hand and what a huge body of social movement 
literaturee had already revealed as useful entrance points to activism on the other. A useful 
sourcee of inspiration to studying coalition-building and campaigning was found in the 
politicall  process approach (McAdam, McCarthy and Zald 1996), which proposes the 
studyy of the interplay of various sources of movement power: 'mobilizing structures' (the 
sett of potential coalition members in their context), 'framing processes' (i.e. the 
developmentt of useful discourses) and 'political opportunities' (referring to the creation 
andd use of the right moments to push for change). To this, the notion of collective action 
wass added as a fourth source of movement power in its own right (Tarrow 1996). 
Inspiredd by New Social Movement researchers and my own field observations, the 
mobilizationn of (collective) identity was chosen as a fifth crucial element of social 
movementt building and campaigning. While regarding campaigning as deliberate bridge-
buildingg between various constituencies, various levels of organization, power holders 
andd challengers, I chose to use the term 'building-blocks of campaigning power'. I called 
thesee five building blocks 'the mobilization and construction of collective identity'; 
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'strategicc framing'; 'collective action'; 'the use and sustenance of webs of mobilization', 
andd the 'creation and use of political opportunities', so that all would reflect the 
deliberatee effort of the campaigners. Because economic powers are the main powers 
thatt are challenged by ecologists, be they trans- or multinational corporations or not, a 
specificc kind of opportunity to include in the analysis of political opportunity is 
'entrepreneurial'' or ^business opportunity'. With this I mean to indicate that - from a 
campaigningg point of view - openings to change may occur within the structures and 
strategiess of the private sector. For example, in the Stone Container case, the 
company'ss search for 'environmental leadership', and the wish to obtain a green seal 
forr their plantations offered opportunities to the ecologists which were decisive for the 
outcomee of the campaign, in addition to the political opportunities provoked and used 
withinn the Costa Rican state. 

Itt was my intent to make a connection between identity-focused and strategy-
focusedd approaches to social movements. Various researchers have tried to do so since the 
earlyy 1990s. The contributors to McAdam et. al. (1996) tackled two, sometimes three of 
thee sources of movement power in combination. Trying to have five of them satisfactorily 
dealtt with was quite a challenge, a task which was further complicated by my intent to 
givee a prominent place in the analysis to natural resource based identities and interests that 
weree the ground to the conflict. For this purpose, lessons and concepts from social 
movementt research were intertwined with some fundamental aspects of environmental 
studies,, geography and rural sociology. I intended to use these elements to weave a 
'transdisciplinaryy network' - indicating the dialectical and flexible way in which the 
theoryy was used and adapted during the research - to connect the analysis of power 
dynamicss of natural resource use and management with the political process of ecologist 
coalition-buildingg and campaigning. 

Thee most important concepts that were chosen from rural development studies, 
geographyy and environmental studies were the following. Firstly, an important bridging 
conceptt derived from social science, in the application of which rural development 
studiess (such as Long and Long 1992) have made an important contribution, is the 
conceptt of 'agency' (Giddens 1984). Agency refers to the interaction of actors (such as 
farmers)) with structures (such as the political opportunity structures of government 
agencies),, the latter being composed of and shaped by actors again. Secondly, I apply the 
conceptss of livelihood, livelihood strategies, security and sustainability, for the 
attainmentt of which a number of vital 'sources of capital' can be distinguished. These 
sourcess are: ecological, human (capability), economic, politico-juridical, social and 
symbolicc (cf. Bebbington 1999, De Haan 2000). The concept of capital is not sufficient 
too capture the cultural richness and non-instrumental views found in many modes of 
humann interaction with nature, and therefore risks to be used in a reductionist way. 
Nevertheless,, I found the idea of capital useful to explain and link the realities of land 
usee on the one hand to the predisposition to protest among its users on the other. Among 
otherr reasons this is because of 'resource captation' by powerful groups, whereby less 
powerfull  groups suffer from 'structural scarcity" (concepts derived from Homer-Dixon 
1996,, 1999). This scarcity is fuelled by changing conditions and changing ruling 
alignmentss within the state and between the state and national and international power 
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holders.. In the campaign discussed the increasing dominance of neo-liberal ideology 
inflictedd upon the Costa Rican state and the related power of 'the market' and 
transnationall  corporations surely played a role in causing structural scarcity among the 
poorr to increase. As was underlined by the Stone Container case, the declining quality of 
thee living conditions of the more resource poor sections of society may result in 
grievancess and in an identity crisis which, under specific conditions (the availability and 
applicationn of building blocks of power as outlined), can lead to collective action versus 
powerr holders. 'Resource disputes' may grow into broader (value-based) 'environmental 
conflict'' under such circumstances, as in the case against Stone. It became 'ecologist' 
campaigningg because the need for structural changes in society to accomplish both 
conservationn and social development was repeatedly underlined. 

II  gave most emphasis to the process of coalition-building in the Osa Peninsula 
itself.. This was firstly because of my background in social forestry and rural development 
studiess which made me identify with resource poor land users and the protection of their 
naturall  resources from the start. Secondly, because of the way I became involved in the 
case,, i.e. being introduced to and fascinated by the inspired activists of the Osa Peninsula. 
Thirdly,, I consider a thorough analysis of 'grass-roots' level processes to be fundamental 
too acquiring an understanding of ecologist campaigning. The basis of the work - in this 
casee both the ecologists' and mine - is (or should be) the concern with both the livelihood 
securityy of rural dwellers in Osa and with the defense of biodiversity in the area. In a 
studyy such as the one described in this book, issues of rural livelihood and natural 
resourcee use and management, the aspirations, interests and survival strategies of the 
inhabitantss of the area form the 'ground' for the ecologists to start building their bridges. 
Inspiredd by this case of conflict and coalition-building and others I have come across 
since,, as well as grounded theory (cf. Glazer 1992) I introduced the term 'grounded green 
campaigning'' as elaborated in chapter two. I will come back to this particular concept at 
thee end of this chapter. 

Whilee applying these and other theoretical concepts, I discussed in this book the 
conditionss at local, national and international level which led to a protest coalition 
sufficientlyy strong to pressurize the Costa Rican government into making changes in the 
designn and implementation of the industrial forestry project of Stone Container 
Corporation.. I refer to 1.5 for a description of the chronology of major landmarks of the 
campaigningg process. It suffices here to say that the Costa Rican Ecologist Association, 
AECO,, and their transnational coalition partners - in close cooperation with local 
leaderss and activists in the Osa Peninsula - managed to construct 'critical agency' for 
changee to the design and conditions of the Ston Forestal project. Both the company and 
thee Costa Rican government had to give in to their demand to withhold the industrial 
plantt from being constructed on a particular spot on the shore of the Golfo Dulce and 
hadd to design a new agreement. However, as the book has revealed, thorough 
negotiationn processes in terms of strategic framing and demand making were needed to 
accomplishh a political success. This topic will be re-examined below. 

Whyy and how did people resist Stone Container Corporation's industrial 
forestryy project Ston Forestal S.A., which was meant to result in the sowing of 24,000 
hectaress of the pulpwood species Gmelina arborea on farmers lands in the Osa 
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Peninsula?? Why and how did they resist the construction of an industrial plant to 
processs the Gmelina wood on the shore of the adjacent Gulf? How were the various 
buildingg blocks of movement power constructed into a bridge between aspirations, 
actionss and achievements during the conflict and campaign against Stone Container in 
thee Osa Peninsula itself and on higher levels of organization? As was reflected in the 
structuree of the book, 1 make a distinction between the campaigning process in the Osa 
Peninsulaa and the Southern region on the one hand, and the national and international 
levelss of organization on the other. There was, however, regular contact between the 
variouss actor categories and, as I have repeatedly argued, the levels of organization were 
cutt across by the agency of various actors and their cooperation. In the next section I 
wil ll  analyze the land use based driving forces of the campaign in the area itself. Then, 
inn the subsequent section I will elaborate on how AECO and local leaders constructed 
thee campaign against Ston Forestal making use of the five building blocks of 
campaigningg power. After that, in 8.4, I will examine the national and international 
levelss of campaigning. 

8.2.. Common ground: resources and resistance against Stone Container's project 
inn the Osa Peninsula. 

Thee most important reason for protest against Stone Container Corporation was farmers' 
increasinglyy problematic access to vital sources of capital, due to neo-liberal agricultural 
policiess and top-down conservation policies and development processes at play in Costa 
Rica.. What were the contextual changes that made land users from the Osa Peninsula 
predisposedd to undertake collective action? First: neo-liberal agricultural policies were 
provokingg fundamental changes in basic conditions of life that produced discontent 
amongg certain categories of farmers. This aspect will be elaborated on below. Secondly, 
theree was a sense of betrayal among farmers of their long-standing pact with the 
governmentt that had made them survive in the countryside. Thirdly, the intervention of 
thee ecologists offered changes as regards the capacity to act collectively and fourthly, the 
ecologistss offered opportunities for successful action. The latter three changes could well 
bee described by the concept of building blocks of movement power, but the first complex 
off  factors in particular had to be approached with concepts of rural sociology, geography 
andd environmental science, in order to gain insight into the main (pre-campaign) identity 
andd interest clashes. Declining access to the vital capital assets of various kinds, 
threateningg the livelihood sustainability and security of smaller farmers and tourism 
entrepreneurs,, in particular, resulted in grievances and identity crises, as will be explained 
below. . 

Agriculture:: pulpwood as a symbol of capital shortage 

Stone'ss project was a catalyst for out-migration of, above all, larger farmers who had 
moree and better land resources and therefore - among others - had more to offer to Ston 
Forestall  and vice versa. Because of the out-migration of their larger neighbors many 
smallerr farmers perceived the project as a threat to social coherence and a threat to the 
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accesss to social and politico-juridical capital and employment their neighbors had offered 
earlier.. Also, the project was experienced as a direct competitor for additional land 
resourcess and therefore to the continuation of enacting their campesino agricultural 
identity. . 

Beforee Stone Container started sowing the pulpwood species Gmelina arborea on 
farmm lands, the out-migration of larger farmers was already taking place. This was mainly 
duee to the dismantling of the government support system for the production of basic 
grainss (esp. rice), a measure taken under pressure from structural adjustment, and the very 
loww prices in the cattle sector. Most larger farmers gave up on rice production and cattle 
farmingg in response to the agricultural crisis in order to concentrate on more viable 
livelihoodd strategies, often in urban areas. Meanwhile, to the ones who did stay in the 
countryside,, who were mostly smaller farmers, no viable economic alternatives emerged 
thatt would create jobs or income opportunities. Moreover, the neglect of the Southern 
regionn by the government and the lack of access to the national and international market 
off  this region had resulted in economic stagnation and a lot of social problems. Because of 
thiss crisis situation the Ston Forestal project was able, in the first five years of its 
existence,, to acquire the lease of some 10,000 hectares of-sometimes already abandoned -
farmland,, pasture and rice fields in the whole Southern zone to sow the pulpwood species 
Gmelinaa arborea. A quarter of this was located in the Osa Peninsula. They were able to 
obtainn these lands at very low prices, namely USD 15-20 per hectare per year in the 
beginning.. This increased in later stages of the project to about USD 85, depending on 
issuess such as quality and access of the land resources. The crisis situation in agriculture, 
inn this sense, was both a source of success for the company and a basis for resistance. In 
Stonn Forestal's early years, in its eagerness to obtain 4,000 hectares of leased land per 
year,, the company was neither very selective nor very careful in its acquisition strategies. 
Thiss approach meant the company ended up with some unattractive harvest sites later on 
andd it also provoked protest. The displacement of squatters from a farm to be sown with 
Gmelina,, and the destruction of farmers' harvests afterwards, an event during which a 
childd got injured, was a trigger for the feelings of injustice among various sections of the 
populationn and was an important ingredient for the framing of organized action later. 

Amongg the farming population, those who joined the protest belonged mostly to 
thee following categories: (i) pioneer farmers who had opened up land themselves and had 
livedd in the area for a long time, (ii) parceleros, keepers of small plots in the settlements 
off  the land bank IDA and (iii ) leaders of (these and other) small farmer cooperatives. 
Moree generally speaking, they were members of categories of land users who, for their 
livelihoodd strategy and identity, depended to a large extent on natural resources in the Osa 
Peninsulaa and for whom, at the same time, the Ston Forestal project was not a lucrative 
optionn compatible with these strategies and their agricultural identity. These farmers 
opposedd the abandonment of agricultural lifestyles and/or found themselves stuck on the 
thresholdd between traditional farming and a failing modernization for their types of farms 
inn their circumstances. Recent changes had diminished the availability of almost all six 
vitall  sources of capital and the Ston Forestal project to them was another push in that 
direction.. In turn, differential access to these capital sources evidently influenced the 
attitudee of farmers towards Ston Forestal as an 'agricultural alternative'. I refer to 3.5 for 
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moree detail. 

Economic,, ecological, political and socio-cultural aspects played a role in the protesters' 
perceptionss of livelihood security as they saw it being threatened by the Ston Forestal 
interventions.. Government policy, supportive to basic grain production for a long time, 
hadd become increasingly directed by neo-liberal ideology and since the introduction of 
structurall  adjustment in 1985 each Administration had become less focused on consensus 
withh farmers' organizations. 'Credit and land for the campesinos\ which had long served 
ass a 'national master frame' for the political goal of social development in Costa Rica, 
wass being increasingly abandoned. 

Withh the withdrawal of state support in the form of credits and marketing facilities 
andd the out-migration of larger neighbors who provided economic and political capital, 
farmers'' leaders had become more dependent on outside agents, such as extension 
officers,, or NGOs, to create and seize opportunities for gaining access to political power 
andd obtaining finances for development projects. In other words, both the Ston Forestal 
projectt and its opponent AECO may have represented political capital to farmer leaders 
whoo saw their power eroded by the agricultural crisis. The contact with AECO especially 
mayy have served to make up for the leaders' loss of authority over local production 
(becausee of the increased penetration by the world market) and over local organization 
(becausee of out-migration). Ston Forestal, in turn, offered potential employment which 
wass economic capital for farmers with surplus labor but also political and symbolic 
capitall  for some farmer and community leaders wishing to satisfy their communities. 
AECOO offered symbolic and politico-juridical capital through organization, discourse and 
actionn and was, in many cases, more attractive to the smaller farmers for the reasons 
outlinedd above. Probably, in times of the campaign, most local leaders saw themselves 
obligedd to take a stand either pro or against Ston Forestal, and pro or against AECO as an 
allyy in the struggle for change. This may have had consequences for the freedom to 
experimentt with the Ston project as a partial option to be included in their livelihood 
strategies. . 

Thee farmers who could not, or did not want to, use the Ston Forestal option felt 
resentmentt because people felt and feared the intervention would have only negative 
consequencess (see further the part on framing in 8.2). But resistance also grew among 
thosee who had supported the project earlier. The Ston Forestal project for many had been 
ann emergency exit from agriculture, rather than a viable alternative. An important factor to 
understandingg this is the following. Ston Forestal established itself successfully in a 
periodd when rice prices were consistently low (1991-1992), but met with increased 
resistancee among the farmers when prices started to rise. Both larger and smaller farmers 
startedd to feel resentment because former rice farmers who had leased their land could not 
re-integratee into the activity. Moreover, the developments did not offer the additional 
employmentt their smaller neighbors had depended upon. Land to be rented for rice 
productionn became scarce (1993-4 and 1997). For many it was astonishing that so much 
landd was sown with Gmelina in 1994, while Costa Rica had to import almost a quarter of 
itss domestic production of rice and a quantity of cattle to satisfy domestic demand for 
meatt in the same year (SEPSA 1994). 
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Afterr an initial welcome, Stone Container's slogan 'sow progress, harvest well-being' 
probablyy lost credibility most rapidly after the squatter incident in 1992 and the dismissal 
off  many temporal laborers in the same period. During the campaign against them, the new 
jobss Ston Forestal would generate were the main source of disagreement in the Peninsula, 
especiallyy along a dividing line of sources of income and related economic identities. 
Smallerr farmers who could not benefit from the project and tourism entrepreneurs who 
fearedd the spoiling of scenery and land resources tended to be against the project, while 
traders,, shop-keepers, people with chainsaws and transport-facilities tended to be pro and 
alsoo in favor of the industrial operations which would offer employment and new clients. 
Inn general, the quantity and quality of labor (to be) offered by the company was the major 
argumentt in favor of the company in the beginning because of the promises and 
expectations,, and against the company as time went on because labor requirements proved 
too be disappointing. After labor requirements in the Ston Forestal project fell, IDA 
parcelerosparceleros and small farmers, especially, who were always in search of additional labor, 
feltt only the negative consequences of their larger neighbors having leased their - more 
profitablee - lands out to the company. The issues discussed above point again to the fact 
thatt structural scarcity is a situation of scarcity of a set of different forms of capital, with 
sociall  and politico-juridical capital being as important as ecological and financial capital. 
Stonee Container was able to exploit the crisis situation to acquire extensive land 
resources.. They managed to gain control over more than a quarter of the most accessible 
agriculturall  area in the Osa Peninsula (3.2). But cheap land was not sufficient for Stone 
Containerr either, as their forced merger with Jefferson Smurfit in 1998 would show. 
Fiercee competition and a recession in the paper sector would drive Stone into the hands of 
thiss other company . I will come back to this matter later. 

Tourismm and other land use based reasons to oppose the project 

AA productive sector that did grow in the 1990s, in the Osa Peninsula as well as in Costa 
Ricaa at large, was tourism. The Osa Peninsula has a lot of attractions: the Golfo Dulce -
aa bay with peaceful scenery, birds, dolphins and mangroves - rivers for kayaking, the 
renownedd rainforest area Corcovado National Park, the buffer zone to Corcovado, 
Golfoo Dulce Forestry Reserve and others. Between 1990 and 1994, the number of 
visitorss to the Corcovado Park had quadrupled to 20,000, the increase being primarily 
duee to visitors from abroad (ACOSA 1995). The tourism in the National Park is totally 
underr government control and on its fringes the largest proportion of tourism is in 
foreignn hands. However, many additional services to tourists are provided by people 
fromm Osa's main village Puerto Jimenez, and the expectations are high. The main fear 
wass that the Ston Forestal industrial plant and the transport involved would cause 
contaminationn of the Gulf and obstruction of the biological corridor between two 
nationall  parks. The flat areas close to the sea and the road - which were attractive for 
Stonn Forestal - have a very high value as land to sell to foreigners and their tourism 
enterprises.. Thus, many people involved in land trade and speculation opposed the 
companyy as well. During the Ston Forestal campaign, the often competitive local and 
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foreignn entrepreneurs cooperated to strive for a common interest, namely to defend the 
Peninsula'ss natural tourism resources, albeit with reservations on both sides. 

Onn the basis of the discontent and perceived threats sketched above, the ecologists of 
AECOO and local leaders developed their campaign against Ston Forestal with face-to-face 
collectivee identity building, strategic discourse development, organizational support for 
thee inhabitants' capacity to act collectively and the creation and use of political 
opportunitiess at the level of the Costa Rican state. 

8.33 Movement building with five buildin2 blocks in the Osa Peninsula, 

Beloww I will analyze the campaigning and the critical agency created by means of it in 
thee Osa Peninsula, discussing the application and interplay of the five building blocks. 
II  dedicated a great deal of attention to the way inhabitants of the peninsula explained, 
orr framed, their resistance, because of its importance for the grounding of the 
campaigningg effort. 

Strategicc framing: three orientations 

Inn the Stone campaign, local leaders formed and framed their opinions about the 
projectt based on their own and their peers' life experience, while AECO cooperated 
intensivelyy with these local mobilizing and framing efforts and streamlined new 
elementss into the discourse and organizational work. Among the inhabitants of the Osa 
Peninsula,, three framing orientations developed. The first framing orientation was: 'La 
StonSton has no respect and provides littl e employment'. The frame criticized the way Ston 
Forestall  was operating and dealing with the issue of land and labor; it was probably the 
earliestt one and to a large extent locally developed. The violent expelling of squatters 
fromm a field to be sown with Gmelina formed the main core of the injustice frame 
relatedd to the Ston Forestal project. Other elements that were added included the 
'closedd attitude' of the company towards criticism and their 'disrespectful way of 
behaving'' towards the community in meetings. The framing also included the 
'injustice'' of Ston Forestal infringing the environmental laws and the labor regulations 
(evadingg its responsibility through subcontracting), all without being punished. More 
generally,, the injustice frame concerned the exploitative mode of operation of 
transnationall  companies such as Stone Container, which would leave no real benefit to 
thee country and the peninsula while, in spite of this, they enjoyed preferential treatment 
byy the government, for example through lucrative Free Trade arrangements. The 
knowledgee and discourse of the latter had been added by AECO and its transnational 
partners,, as a result of their deliberate research into the company's operating conditions 
inn Costa Rica and its records in the US. As discussed earlier, people who protested had 
too have a convincing answer to the labor question to be able to extend their alliance in 
thee area. Reality supported this effort: after an initial peak in employment, many 
laborerss from the area were fired and the company offered little fixed labor to the -
oftenn barely educated - rural workers. 
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Thee second framing orientation concentrated on the threat that the Ston Forestal project 
impliedd for agricultural development. The conditions for agriculture and farmers' 
reactionss to the project described earlier may explain why the agricultural issue was 
convertedd into a major frame in the Osa Peninsula, and why Gmelina arborea was easily 
convertedd into a symbol of the bankruptcy of agriculture within this frame. Two sub-
framess were circulating. The first sub-frame, focusing on the abuse of farmers and the 
displacementt of agriculture by affecting the quantity of the vital capital resources, was a 
veryy strong one. The criticism of displacement of agriculture was also expressed to me by 
governmentt officials working in agriculture and forestry during the fieldwork interviews 
(1995-1998)'.. A second sub-frame that played an important role comprised the threats to 
thee quality of the natural resources. One of them was the rumor/argument that, when the 
treess were cut and the bark and remnants of the wood were lying in the field, or the piles 
off  wood around the chip mill were awaiting processing, they would attract a specific type 
off  fly which would harm cattle and humans (see 3.3). Other elements of the second sub 
framee were the potential exhaustion of the soils by Gmelina, and the fear that its stumps 
wouldd remain in the soil, proliferating and making subsequent agricultural use impossible. 

AA third framing orientation concerned the threats that the Ston Forestal project 
wouldd pose to nature conservation and tourism. The government had most probably 
pressurizedd the inhabitants of the Osa Peninsula so much with environmental measures 
andd regulations - by establishing the Park, the Forest Reserve and other areas, all with 
severee limitations on tree cutting, agricultural and other uses - that a project which used 
environmentall  discourse (sustainable development and reforestation) to legitimize itself 
wass easily unmasked. The protest coalition questioned why Ston Forestal was receiving 
preferentiall  treatment and was being fiercely defended by governmental representatives 
suchh as the Environmental Minister, with the argument that it would be a compania 
reforestadorareforestadora ('reforesting company') (discussed in 6.3 and chapter 7). According to the 
protesters,, Gmelina was just a monoculture that was going to be cut after a while, like any 
otherr agricultural crop. Of course, AECO, with its ecologist mission, was also 
instrumentall  in the development of this third framing orientation. One of the strongest 
framess against the project was the potential damage of both the industrial plant and the 
plantationss to (i) the tourist industry in the longer run, which would affect the scenery, (ii) 
thee biological corridor (especially because of its traffic), and thus the National Parks, and 
(iii )) last but not least, the unique ecosystem of the fjord-like Golfo Dulce. Any damage 
donee to the Gulf by oil spills or spoiling of the scenery would obviously harm tourism, 
whichh is based wholly on the pristine character of the area. Contamination of the Gulf, 
whichh is almost wave-free, would not easily be cleaned up in a natural way and would 
affectt the biodiversity in and around it, including fish for local use and tourism. It was 
fearedd that, if the lowlands near the sea were increasingly covered by plantations and 
industry,, not only would the scenery near the sea be spoilt, but access to the beach and the 
seaa would, in practice, also be limited. AECO and others argued that the intense truck 
trafficc involved in the operation of the industrial plant would cut across a biological 
corridorr between the two national parks (see Map 2). This issue became a very central 

11 IDA, MAG/Sector Agropecuario, Programa de Desarrollo Rural. 
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argumentt to the international coalition, and to some extent the local framings. Of special 
locall  concern was that traffic of this intensity would harm the road, which is the only way 
inn and out for all the traffic to and from the Osa Peninsula, while nothing had been agreed 
onn paper about responsibility for its repair. 

Allowingg Ston Forestal to start their industry there would run the risk of further 
industrialization,, the potential contamination of which the Gulf would not be able to bear 
(seee 6.2, 7.3 and others). AECO and their transnational partners (such as Rainforest 
Actionn Network) provided the local protesters with information and discourse about the 
environmentall  misbehavior of the company in the US, the lack of labor generated in their 
homee country and about the potential threats to the different productive sectors of the 
Southernn zone, namely agriculture and tourism. During my interviews, people without 
anyy education talked about biological corridors, water contamination, soil degradation, 
andd biodiversity conservation. This information often may not have been exactly 
'accurate'' according to scientific standards, but it was clear to me that parts of the 
conservationn frame were successfully adopted, as was the information about the legal and 
politicall  roles in the resolution of the conflict of the Ombudsman, the General 
Comptrollerr and the Ministry of the Environment. Although the Gmelina plantations had 
beenn the main source of worry for the land users in Osa, by strategic framing, and support 
off  local leaders, AECO also managed to obtain the broad support of agricultural land 
userss in its opposition to the industrial work . For example, they even managed to acquire 
thee backing of the majority of the farmers' union (SIPRAICO) assembly. By that time, 
SIPRAICOO was a huge organization whose leadership had earlier supported Ston Forestal 
activelyy and had undertaken collective actions with the latter. Together, AECO and local 
campaignn leaders effectively built up an image of Ston Forestal as an enemy to small 
producerss and tourism entrepreneurs in the area. 

Identityy mobilization and formation 

Forr many inhabitants of the Osa Peninsula, the Ston Forestal campaign was just a new 
paragraphh in a 'livelihood history' full of struggle for land and agricultural identity against 
thee more powerful land users, foreign companies and government policies. As outlined 
above,, most of the Costa Ricans involved in the protest campaign against the plans of 
Stonee Container in the Osa Peninsula were small-scale farmers and entrepreneurs. These 
sectorss were also deliberately approached by AECO as a target population for their social 
movementt building. Although the Stone campaign was a case of ecologist campaigning, 
onn a local level of organization this label alone would not hold. Nor could it be defended 
thatt it was a a melting together of the ecologist, campesino and women's movements in the 
countryside.. It would be an erroneous appropriation, as so often applies in the case of 
locall  protests2. Instead, I found that pre-existing social movements and earlier conflicts 
playedd a role in the memory, consciousness and willingness of individuals and groups of 
actorss to join or support the Stone campaign, in a specific way and with specific goals and 

""  For example by ecofeminists in case of the Chipko movement, f.e. Shiva and Bandyopadhyay (1987), 
criticallyy discussed by Guha 1990) 
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throughh specific framing processes, leading to specific identifications. "Ecologista" 
becamee a 'label of identification' for local actors with the supra-local mobilizing webs 
fromfrom the global ecologist movement, but internally many other sources of (often 
temporal)) identification existed within the whole process. As the case of Roxana in 4.1. 
hass underlined, collective and individual identities are not a natural, unchangeable, static 
fact.. They are, instead, the result of processes of social definition and identification and 
boundaryy setting. Identities appear to have rather stable, but in addition also short term, 
conjuncturall  dimensions. The latter dimensions are more easily changeable - sensitive to 
strategicc framing and reactive to political opportunities, organizational and contextual 
dynamics.. These parts of identity, ' de-essential ized" identities, or identifications, may 
havee more to do with doing something alike (such as campaigning) than with being 
somethingg alike (cf Salman 1994), at least on the short-term. 

Thee collective identity created within the campaign, particularly through the local 
protestt committee, was mostly a matter of framing for the sake of the defense of collective 
interests.. These were in fact multiple interests, but they were collective in the sense that 
theyy were opposed to those of Ston Forestal: the defense of natural resources against the 
projectt became common ground. The mobilization of the specific multiple identity 
coalitionn in Osa was therefore merely issue-based. Pre-movement, longer term collective 
identityy issues played a role most of all in the micro-mobilization among certain sectors 
suchh as leaders of small farmers cooperatives, the tourism sector, and family relations. I 
calledd these 'clusters of communality', that is clusters which could be used to find 
coalitionn partners in the area. Small farmers in particular had a strong common case to 
defend,, a pre-existing livelihood and collective identity as resource poor land users. I 
think,, however, that if the interests of small farmers really had been compatible with the 
interestss of the Stone company, important aspects of the older campesino identity, such as 
workingg one's own land and staying in the countryside, would probably have been 
negotiatedd by many and especially by those whose land resources were very small and of 
badd quality and those who had come to the area only recently. A considerable number of 
thee people interviewed probably would then have leased out their lands and sought other 
livelihoodd strategies in an early phase of the project, with or without success. However, 
becausee of their limited resources and limited alternatives, combined with the conscious 
framingg work of leaders against Stone in its later phases, their campesino identity and 
aspirationss to stay in their own environment and stick to their livelihood 'style' were 
reinforcedd during the conflict instead. Thus, the defense of the campesino identity was a 
collectivee interest among the protesters against Stone to create a sense of unity, fuelled by 
thee perceived discrimination and non-recognition of campesinos in the recent neo-liberal 
trend.. This non-recognition especially became acute in comparison to the preferential 
treatmentt of a transnational newcomer in the area, and Ston Forestal thus became a 
symboll  of unwanted development for the protesters. 

Thee collective identity as 'campesinos ready to defend their resources and their 
rights',rights', was strengthened by the positive identity-building in the educational work done 
byy AECO, supported by the main leaders of Osa. In a face-to-face identity building 
process,, during numerous meetings, collective actions and personal contacts between 
AECO,, leaders and 'rank and file' protesters, campesino and gender identity played a 
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prominentt role. From their ecologist, socialist and feminist backgrounds, AECO's 
campaignn coordinators focused especially on working with women, small farmers and 
smalll  tourism entrepreneurs (of course these categories are not mutually exclusive) in 
consciousnesss raising and organization. In turn and for a complexity of reasons these 
samee categories had to gain from their involvement in a protest coalition against the Ston 
Forestall  project. 

II  identified a nucleus of 36 activists who had been most closely involved in the 
campaign.. Thirteen, so one third of them, were women. Quantitatively, more men than 
womenn participated in the formal meetings, but most interviewees - of both genders -
insistedd that women had been the most active and had played the main leadership roles 
duringg the campaign. The difference between men's and women's activism in this 
particularr protest coalition against the Stone Container project had to do predominantly 
withh a gendered division of tasks and perceived - responsibilities in community work, as 
welll  as gendered economic interests related to the threatened natural resources. Men 
participatedd in the campaign merely in defense of agricultural interests and identity, being 
thee official representatives in farmers organizations. Women participated more because of 
theirr interests and identity related to community defense and tourism entrepreneurship. In 
linee with other experiences worldwide (cf. Moser 1988), it is especially daily practice 
whichh makes women in the Osa Peninsula participate more actively than men in voluntary 
communall  (and in this case) non-agricultural cooperation. This has to do with an 
ambiguouss sexual division of labor in general; it reflects the tension between men's 
attributedd role to represent the family and their lack of time and willingness to be involved 
inn communal voluntary work, such as in education, housing and religious matters where 
womenn largely take over. The stronger role of women in the Stone campaign was 
probablyy also due to the fact that the defense of livelihood-related ecological concerns 
wass a new community issue (it had merely been a government concern before, resulting in 
Protectedd Areas). Because of this, the campaigning work was in fact an extension of 
voluntaryy community work. However, the nature conservation component of the Stone 
campaignn was 'women's terrain' not only because of it being voluntary community work, 
butt also because it had to do very directly with economic interests of the tourism sector, in 
whichh women are more represented than men. Women's qualitatively higher participation 
inn the protest committee was legitimized by means of images derived from a dominant 
genderr ideology, such as the moral responsibility that mothers would have to defend the 
futuree of their children and communities, an 'extended motherhood identity' one often 
findsfinds in female Latin American activism (Jelin 1990). Men legitimized women's stronger 
rolee by means of, for example, images derived from the machismo/marianismo ideology 
(Steenbeekk 1995): mentioning women's moral superiority and self-sacrifice, as well as 
imagess of women's 'vulnerability" because of which it would be more difficult for power 
holderss to take steps against her using violence or by expelling her from a job. In reality, 
inn past experiences of activism, women were often used as 'human shields' in actions and 
demonstrationss in which they were often not respected at all, beaten up and threatened. 
Butt this -indeed- did not happen in the Stone campaign. 

Genderr played a role as a social construct in the local organization for a great deal 
throughh the re-interpretation of gender roles of specific women and men as they 
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participated,, strengthened by the convictions and framings of their female movement 
leaders.. In other words, the gender of activism had socio-economic, cultural and 
individuall  dimensions (cf. Moore 1988) but also 'collective organizational' dimensions. 
Inn the Ston Forestal campaign, AECO cooperated intensively with the Peninsular action 
committeee Comité Pro Defensa, but Maria del Mar Cordero also formed a special 
women'ss group for two reasons. Firstly, because women already were the most active in 
thee Committee and Maria saw a potential for collective gender identity building to 
strengthenn the role of women in the longer term socio-environmental movement which 
AECOO intended to create and support. Secondly, she saw a need for gender education and 
solidarityy building, because women were facing serious limitations to their well-being and 
theirr activism in their homes. Maria del Mar and her colleagues educated the women 
involvedd in the campaign on issues such as solidarity and self-esteem and offered on-the-
jobb coaching of political skills. The boundaries of women's gender identity were extended 
andd their collective aspects strengthened by this educational work. Women's participation 
throughh this became exceptional because their leadership positions on the politically 
sensitivee topic of Stone were highly visible and implied working at a supra-local level. 
Thiss also had effects on women's participation in the local government and other 
organizationss later. 

Too conclude, a large part of the collective identity formation in the course of the 
campaignn was strategic and merely based on the defense of short-term collective 
interestss (Stone's withdrawal). However, in part - and this was AECO's primary idea -
thee developments had longer term effects on the participants' identities as (gendered) 
citizenss who speak up to defend their rights and aspirations. The 'defense of the natural 
resourcess of the Osa Peninsula' being the collective interest and central strategic frame 
off  the campaigners, meant that self-categorized 'humildes campesinos' or 'labriegos 
sencillos"sencillos" of the Peninsula could identify themselves with AECO, with Rainforest 
Actionn Network and Greenpeace (and vice versa). Together they (re)created parts of 
theirr agricultural, gender and entrepreneurial identities into 'ecologistas\ lmujeres de 
fuego''fuego'' (fire women) versus the 'terratenientes' (large land owners) 'esos 
inversionistas'inversionistas' (those investors) 7a empresa transnational' (the transnational 
company),, 'los que nada mas buscaban su propio beneficio'1 (those who only strove for 
theirr own benefit). Through the defense of biodiversity, local action became linked 
withh global concerns. The campaign thus offered local participants in the Osa 
Peninsulaa a political opportunity for national and international recognition while being 
involvedd in a process of identity building as global citizens. This shows similarities 
withh what Brysk (1994) describes about the indigenous movement in Latin America in 
whichh local indigenous identities are linked with an 'international regime' of 
environmentall  care with 'think local, act global' being the maxim of this process. 
Manyy activists of the Stone campaign expressed their satisfaction about their effective 
strategicc agency in cooperation with other levels of organization in the Stone 
campaign.. Also, they were content about their recognition as actors by the government 
andd beyond due to their involvement in the protest. That this was not an easy task to 
beginn with, is explained in the section on political opportunity. 
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Collectivee actions: in the bus to San José 

AECOO offered capacity to act collectively. Despite the nine hours of travel from San José, 
memberss of AECO visited the Peninsula every fortnight if not every week during the 
campaignn period. Through regular intensive meetings with the Comité Pro Defensa and 
withh activists individually, AECO tried to attain several objectives. First, to stimulate and 
sustainn local mobilization processes, second, to build a political collective identity and 
third,, to 'democratize' the natural scientific, legal and political knowledge, as well as the 
informationn about political progress attained during the campaign. Many campaign 
activitiess involved direct contacts with high-level officials and the press in 'shows of 
antagonism',, strengthening the visibility of actors who would otherwise be 'hidden away' 
inn the Osa Peninsula. Among them were demonstrations with banners in the capital city, 
inn front of the Environmental Ministry and the Commission for Environmental Impact 
Studies.. Other highly visible activities included a blockade of the Inter-American 
highway,, official meetings with the Ombudsman's office and the Legal experts of the 
Comptroller,, radio and television interviews involving local activists, meetings with 
scientistss and government officials, speeches held by local activists in national universities 
andd international NGO meetings in San José and activities centered around the 
Greenpeacee boat in the Gulf. This latter event received a great deal of press coverage. 
Manyy of the collective actions were of an exciting nature and were important for 
expressingg the newly built, or strengthened identity of 'the people of the Peninsula whom 
thee government and the investors had to reckon with'. Along with such activities, the 
environmentall  and political education within the nucleus of campaign activists 
constituted,, for some of these activists, an extra reason to participate or keep participating. 
Inn other words, as they often do, the collective actions were not only expressive and 
strategicc tools, but were a pulling factor among the mobilizing webs as well. 

Thee use and sustenance of webs of mobilization and the working of charismatic 
leadership p 

Thee webs of mobilization consisted merely of (male dominated) small farmers 
cooperativess and (female dominated) networks of friendship, kinship and the school 
andd church, as well as tourism organizations. The larger community was served and 
keptt up-to-date via widespread verbal communication in buses, shops and restaurants. 
Mostt farmer cooperatives and the tourism organizations collaborated intensively with 
AECOO in their opposition strategies. In an environment that was almost too divided to 
bee mobilized, AECO offered common ground for organization by means of discursive, 
organizationall  and financial resources. AECO as an ally had access to some funds, the 
media,, influential foreign organizations and politicians and as such it was able to 
supportt Peninsular agricultural and community leaders with the creation and seizing of 
politicall  opportunities to have the Peninsular socio-economic problems recognized on a 
nationall  scale. 

Thee charismatic leadership provided by AECO in all these activities was one of 
thee main factors that explained the success of mobilization in Osa. It served as 'glue' in 
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thee individualistic, pluralistic environment, an environment in which many efforts to 
organizee had failed. Following up some actual cases of action during my fieldwork told 
mee a lot about Costa Rican bureaucracy and this explained some of the anger and 
frustrationn I had perceived in interviews about the preferential treatment of the Ston 
Forestall  project and the difficult development of the Osa Peninsula. The cases also 
gavee me an insight into the high level of competition and miscommunication of leaders 
andd officially chosen heads of organizations, among themselves and with rank and file 
members.. These factors hindered effective co-operation. As charismatic leaders, Oscar 
Fallas,, Maria del Mar Cordero - along with other charismatic leaders in the region who 
feltt themselves supported by them - communicated an ideology that explained change 
andd political priorities. They provided reasons to participate and answers to the need 
forr a collective identity as a group and the need for social solidarity. They provided 
dignity,, self-esteem, personal efficacy and hope and enhanced political consciousness 
(cf.. characteristics of charismatic leadership formulated by Andrain and Apter 1995). 
Inn other words, they had a vision and could help shape a collective identity, were good 
framerss and had broad communicative abilities which enabled them to mobilize among 
aa diversity of structures and networks. From the interviews held with coalition 
memberss in and beyond the Osa Peninsula, it became evident that Maria especially 
appliedd most of these abilities in the Osa Peninsula while Oscar - being more of the 
publicc 'face' of the organization - did so especially in his public discourses. An 
examplee is given on the first page of this book. These leadership abilities were, for 
example,, reflected in the way local participants behaved energetically while talking 
aboutt the campaign, expressing to me that they had done something important for the 
Peninsulaa and the world as a whole and that the people of the Peninsula would not 
alloww anybody to 'walk over them' (que no se dejan andarpor encima). Daily practice, 
ass discussed, often showed otherwise and in other contexts such expressions were 
hardlyy evident and the people's enthusiasm was much less. It was the inspiration 
associatedd with the Ston Forestal experience especially and again this kept the web 
together,, even when the struggle became very tough towards the end. As discussed in 
Chapterss Five and Seven, some international ecologist campaigners and the officials of 
thee General Comptroller became convinced of the necessity to resist Stone Container 
whenn they perceived the dedication to the campaign of the inhabitants of the Osa 
Peninsulaa themselves. In this sense, AECO's charismatic leadership and the 
motivationall  interaction of local leaders, the national and transnational ones, was 
indispensablee for the final political success. 

Thee creation and use of political opportunities 

Cooperatingg with AECO for farmers and entrepreneurs in the Osa Peninsula was at 
leastt in part a strategy to draw the attention of politicians to the problems of the 
Southernn zone and be recognized as actor. Moreover, AECO could help draw other 
naturall  resource-based, eco-tourism projects to the zone or could take part in 
commissionss that would facilitate other types of capital to come to the area. AECO and 
thee Stone campaign offered micro-political opportunity for (aspirant) local leaders to 
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strengthenn their popular base by crossing the bridge between various levels of 
organizationn and by opening up political opportunity at the level of the Costa Rican 
nationall  state to effectuate change. However, in order to build longer-term social 
movement,, A ECO had several barriers to overcome in its effort to create processes of 
identificationn with national and foreign ecologists. One of them was the fact that the 
inhabitantss of the Osa Peninsula had good reasons to have a very ambivalent attitude 
towardss State-induced nature protection, given the conflictive history of the creation and 
thee management of the Corcovado national park (outlined in 1.4 and 3.1). This was one 
off  the reasons why peninsular leaders had an ambivalent attitude to outside intervention 
inn general. Coalition-building with useful outsiders is part and parcel of rural leadership 
qualities,, but this social and politico-juridical capital had proven to be not always of 
valuee to local livelihood options. So many projects had come, so many had failed and 
thee costs of the failure were often paid by the producers themselves. In the contacts 
withh outsiders, clientelist party politics (projects promoted by officials of PUSC were 
deniedd again by those of PLN), bureaucracy (endless procedures to get initiatives off 
thee ground) and lack of legal clarity (about land titles, and the rights to clear land or cut 
wood)) had added to the disadvantages of Osa's geographical isolation. However, 
AECOO managed to offer hope through its style of working which was based on 
cooperationn with and respect to the un-educated and hardly educated and their 
concerns,, clearly exposing its ecologist vision. Last but not least - from the point of 
vieww of ideology - AECO's leaders were politically related to longer standing coalition 
partnerss of agriculturists in the South (see 1.3). These were socialists who had 
supportedd them in earlier struggles against the interests of US based banana and 
loggingg companies, but whose power had declined severely since the end of cold war. 
AECOO offered social, symbolic and (access to) politico-juridical capital assets to 
enhancee the probability of being able to change rules of the game of natural resource 
managementt in the Osa Peninsula. They hoped to do so not only in this particular case, 
butt also offered hope of access to other types of political fora, legal reform and 
developmentt funds. 

8.44 The building blocks and the scope for  ecologist coalition building at national 
andd international levels 

Thee emergence of transnational movements, such as the ecologist movement, has been 
aa reaction to the decline in the power of nation-states. New national movements have 
alsoo emerged in response to the increasing influence from other countries and 
transnationall  corporations in nation-state affairs. However, global dynamics also 
increasinglyy shape the constraints and opportunities of these national movements to 
enactingg their identity and creating and seizing political opportunities. Such was the 
casee in the Stone Container conflict. Transnational tendencies, such as neo-liberal 
agriculturall  policy and the privileged conditions of foreign investments fed the roots of 
protestt on the one hand but, on the other, international coalition-building and strategic 
framingg of, and seizing political opportunities related to, the international relations of 
Costaa Rica were needed to find solutions. I will outline how this was done below, by 
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meanss of the five building blocks. I have arranged them in a different order to that in 
thee section on Osa's activism, this order being in line with the logic of the description 
off  their interrelations. 

Mobilizingg structures and webs in multi-level transnational coalition-building 

Onn the basis of their vision, AECO was elected Costa Rican representative by the 
ecologistt network Friends of the Earth International in 1992. AECO's connection to the 
FoEII  network came at the time when the campaign was still in a phase of orientation 
andd the network had not played a large role in the campaign up to then. Later, after the 
deathss of the ecologists, the FoEI network was used to regain strength and their 
relationss became much more intense. The clue for the indispensable international 
coalitionn building during the times of the Stone Campaign, the effectiveness of which 
dependedd on clear goal setting and strategic insight, timing and networking, was the 
involvementt of rainforest activists with ample campaigning experience. For example 
thosee from the Rainforest Action Network, Greenpeace and German ecologist groups. 

Internationall  support initially came from the TUVA Foundation which had a 
smalll  project for the exploitation of fallen wood from natural forests in the Osa 
Peninsulaa itself. TUVA first found out about Ston Forestal's construction plans in 1992 
whenn its director was invited by the government to review the site plans in an 
archeologicall  impact assessment. Suspicious of the size and impact of the project on 
thiss particular location, he sought contact with AECO in November 1992. TUVA's 
directorr offered various useful contacts in the international environmentalist scene, 
havingg worked with Greenpeace in Spain and through the networks related to his 
forestryy project. He contacted Rainforest Action Network, whose central mission had 
beenn to campaign against rainforest destruction driven by US commercial interests. 
Afterr their successful experience of campaigning against Stone Container's 
exploitationn plans in Honduras in 1992, their involvement in the Costa Rican case was 
too be a serious warning to the company. Because of RAN, the campaigning coalition 
hadd direct access to some very unfavorable antecedents of Stone Container, not only in 
Honduras,, but also in their home country, the US, where the company had run into 
problemss because of violations of environmental and labor regulations. This was 
importantt material in the later strategic framing. RAN/Greenpeace's Pamela Wellner 
wass an important motor behind the transnational dimensions of the campaign against 
Stone'ss plans. TUVA played a crucial role in the mobilizing webs especially at the 
start:: between AECO and the local community, with Wellner, between AECO and 
Wellner,, between AECO and European allies and donors, between AECO and research 
findingss of the Neotrópica Foundation. Another important factor was also their contact 
withh Aquatic Resources Conservation which provided a useful tactic ally in the person 
off  an oceanographer who produced new research material on the Golfo Dulce that 
becamee instrumental in the scientific frames of decision-makers later. The German 
ecologistss - from Pro Regenwald and Rettet den Regenwald - continuously asked for 
attentionn to be paid to the matter and fulfilled a nuisance-creating role , or the 'radical 
flank'' to the transnational coalition (see collective actions). 
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Collectivee actions 

Thee 'transnationals' helped create a political opportunity at the moment the opposition 
partyy indeed won the elections, as well as later when the final decisions had to be 
taken.. The most salient transnational collective actions by these moments were the 
lobbyingg activities and the PR campaign at the moment of the Costa Rican presidential 
inaugurationn (see the advertisement in 1.5) and the arrival of a Greenpeace boat in the 
Gulf. . 

RANN and the German ecologists organized letter writing to the main officials 
involvedd in the decision-making about the project and the latter mobilized many 
Germann and other European organizations and persons to write letters or sign petitions 
opposingg the plans of Stone Container. They wrote to the Costa Rican President, to the 
Commissionn of Environmental Impact Studies and to various ministers. They published 
openn letters in the Costa Rican English newspaper Tico Times, and wrote articles about 
thee perceived threats in German newspapers and ecologist magazines. They also 
convincedd various travel agencies to question Costa Rica as a destination in the event 
thatt the Stone industrial project was implemented, and convinced these agencies to 
writee about this to the president and Costa Rican ministries. Furthermore, they 
threatenedd a boycott of the products of Europa Carton, one of Stone Container's major 
Europeann subsidiaries. The European contribution can probably best be summarized as 
smalll  'contentious action'; creating unrest with their threats and small provocations, 
addingg to the annoyance of Stone Container and Costa Rican officials. The Costa Rican 
officialss must have been conscious of the fact that Europe was taking over the 
leadershipp role in funding for conservation and development in the country from the 
US.. AECO, because of the defense of their autonomy versus the foreign ecologists and 
-probablyy their lack of experience, did not make optimal use of the potential for fund 
raisingg through RAN or the German allies: the whole organization was rather low-
budget. . 

Thee working of identity 

Inn part, the Stone campaign was a regional and national resource struggle played out on 
ann international scene. In part also it was an opportunity for a number of the actors 
involvedd to express an ecologist, socialist, feminist or otherwise 'countering' political 
identityy towards power holders. In line with this the campaign against Ston Forestal 
should,, on the one hand, be regarded as a political tool to achieve particular common 
objectives,, the most important one being the withdrawal of Stone Container's industrial 
workk from the Osa Peninsula. On the other hand, the campaign should be seen as a 
steppingg stone for AECO, to build a specific Costa Rican social movement {el 
movimientomovimiento socio-ambiental /ecologista), enact their own ecologist identity and as such 
positionn themselves on the Costa Rican political chart. Their particular ecologist identity 
playedd a strong role in AECO's scope for coalition-building and its political 
opportunities. . 
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Thee following elements of ideological identities and identifications were mobilized 
amongg the national network of persons and organizations. The defense of 
environmentall  rights and care, enhancing citizens' participation in environmental 
policyy and defense, solidarity among women and their communities and the quest for 
healthyy agricultural development and small scale tourism. Socialism combined with 
environmentalismm was a collective source of identity with which to find allies and 
coalition-partnerss among deputies, political advisors and other high-ranking officials. 
However,, the radical left-wing past of AECO's main leadership, and the initial radical 
framingss of the Ston Forestal problem, surely closed many doors as well, especially 
duringg the administration of Christian Democrat president Calderón (PUSC, 1990-1994). 

Internationally,, elements of ideological identity among organizations and 
activistss that were mobilized were: rainforest and biodiversity defense, rainforest 
defensee against US corporate abuse and rainforest protection combined with local 
participation.. Pro Regenwald, Rettet den Regenwald, Greenpeace Central America, and 
somee Friends of the Earth groups from Europe belonged to the latter category. Social 
concernss played a role in all the campaign coordinators becoming active, especially 
thosee from Germany, but rainforest and biodiversity conservation was the main 
strategicc frame and collective identification that bound the transnational coalition 
together.. Some members of the transnational campaigning coalition, along with AECO, 
saww the Stone project not only as a direct threat to Osa's biodiversity but also as a 
showcasee of a paradoxical and insufficient Costa Rican conservation system in general. 

North-Southh tensions were evident in the Stone campaign in various ways. 
Firstly,, in the open polemic over 'eco-imperialist tendencies' between radical German 
andd Austrian ecologists on the one hand and Costa Rican politicians and officials on 
thee other (5.4). However, there was also internal tension as regards collective action 
repertoiress and their connection to longer term goals, for example international 
structuress within Greenpeace(5.3) and in the disagreement over strategic frames 
concerningg the Gmelina arborea plantations between AECO and some of their 
internationall  colleagues (5.6). In contrast of course to the polemic letter writing 
betweenn the first categories, the autonomy of the Central American and Costa Rican 
movementt versus their foreign coalition partners was a 'hidden frame', important 
internallyy but anti-strategic if expressed in the open. In the case of Stone Container in 
Costaa Rica, Greenpeace Central America - then situated in Guatemala - first wanted to 
bee convinced of the issue and the necessity for the action advocated by Costa Rican 
NGOss before joining in. They wanted the campaign to fit  in a larger region wide 
campaignn for sustainable forest management, duly based on the needs of the local 
communitiess and NGOs. When indeed convinced of the ground for the Stone 
campaign,, they helped AECO with the search for funds, they presented a complaint 
aboutt Stone Container's plans to the Central American Commission on Environment 
andd Development (CCAD) and participated in the core group of campaign coordinators 
duringg strategic meetings. 

AECOO was the main Costa Rican ecologist group, at least before 2000. Their 
missionn to build 'socio-environmental movement' was influenced by European 
ecologistt philosophy, but it clearly had a Latin American style in terms of - among 
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otherr things - communication and their radical anti-imperialist political ideology. The 
ideologicall  aspects of AECO's identity also influenced how they dealt with the other 
buildingg blocks of movement power, such as their choice for certain symbolic 
collectivee actions. Also, it initially led to radical and holistic framings of the injustice 
embeddedd in the 'neo-imperialist pretensions' of Stone Container in the region, and 
theirr framing of small scale autonomous development as an ultimate alternative. 

AECO'ss quest for autonomy was more openly expressed on a national scale. 
Oscarr Fallas and his colleagues did not intensively seek cooperation with other national 
environmentall  NGOs in the Stone campaign. On the one hand this was due to matters 
off  ideology reflected in their style of working, which made the coordinators of the 
campaignn dedicate the bulk of their time to supporting and creating a popular base in 
Osaa due to their 'radical' character because of which clashes with other environmental 
organizationss had previously occurred . On the other hand, it was due to the AECO 
leadership'sleadership's desire to manifest itself indeed as the vanguard of a new Costa Rican 
ecologistt movement. AECO did not want to get too involved with national and 
internationall  groups and reach an ultimate goal only through strong involvement of the 
locall  basis. Journalists were stronger allies than any other national category in their 
supportt for the ecologists in their ideological framing task . In the beginning, some 
journalistss merely played a role in the defamation of AECO, but AECO adapted their 
discoursee more and more to the broadly accepted frames of biodiversity conservation, 
Environmentall  Impact Studies and legal procedures. Furthermore, assisted by their 
internationall  allies, they became more agile in producing tangible messages and 
beautifull  pictures (Greenpeace helicopters and boats!) and started to manage their press 
contactss more purposefully. 

Onee could say that, to AECO, the Peninsular sector of the coalition was 
'sacred',, loyalty being the main principle, the national sector 'competitive', distrust 
towardss and selectivity among the other environmentalist groups being the main 
principles,, while the contacts with the international sector of rainforest activists were 
characterizedd by 'cunning and mating' with ambivalence between ideology and 
strategyy being the main principle. One could suggest that a Central American type of 
ecologistt ideology came to the fore but this is an interesting topic for further study. 
AECOO and Greenpeace Guatemala/Central America both sought international 
cooperationn without losing national/regional autonomy, laying great emphasis on 
sovereignty,, democratization and participation in the process. As far as 1 could see, the 
internationall  South-North contacts were not regular and intense enough to speak of a 
collectivee ecologist identity created at meso-level (regional or international). However, 
AECOO did acquire an identity as a nationally and internationally recognized ecologist 
Sociall  Movement Organization, while, as has been shown, activists in the Osa 
Peninsulaa identified with the ecologist goals of Greenpeace in return. 

Thee power of framing: from preaching holistic change to 'strategic neutrality' 

Inn principle, the frames of ecologist movement builders, or SMOs, contain elements of 
thee master frames of environmental and social justice, but what kind of 'framing 
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orientations'' are developed and if these are radical or reformist depends on the political 
opportunityy structure and the specific mobilizing structures/webs where coalition 
partnerss are to be found. Different framing orientations were employed and developed 
inn the Osa Peninsula and on a national and international scale. First there was 
technical-scientific,, legalistic language on a national scale, second the holistic critique 
off  the type of neo-liberal development and all its potential socio-economic effects on a 
locall  scale and third conservationist framings of rainforest protection towards some 
otherr allies on an international scale._The ecologists' holistic criticism of the Ston 
Forestall  project, concerning above all the inequality inherent in the neo-liberal 
agriculturall  policy and the potential devastating consequences of neo-liberal forest 
policyy (supporting monocultures instead of biodiversity conservation) led mainly to 
politicall  closure. In contrast to the issue of the industrial harbor work, the issue of the 
pulpp plantations was not suitable as a focus for strategic framing and coalition-building 
inn the environmental campaign on a Costa Rican national scale. Striking similarities in 
reasoningg were found between the 'discourse of defense' of the Stone Container project 
andd the frames employed by supporters of other pulp plantations in developing 
countriess worldwide (Carrere and Lohmann 1996, see 6.3). It has been too difficult for 
thee environmental coalition to swim against the 'pro-plantation' stream. Major actors 
off  this pro-plantation coalition in the case of Stone were the industrialists seeking 
cheapp wood fiber, tax exemptions and symbolic green capital under the flag of 
reforestationn and Costa Rican policy makers seeking, among other things, foreign 
investmentt in plantation forestry as well as political gain and donor attention by 
improvingg the figures of reforestation in their country by means of it. During the 
campaign,, AECO had to frame their message more and more in legal, technical and 
conservationn language to be able to create and seize political opportunity for a change 
inn the design of the Ston Forestal project. AECO's loyalty to the inhabitants of the Osa 
Peninsulaa and their concerns did not cease. It was mainly expressed by a continuously 
intensivee cooperation and educational work in Osa. But their 'bargaining' to reach a 
politicall  objective had its price too: they were forced into public compliance with the 
Gmelinaa plantations - something they did not agree to at all - thus losing some 
credibilityy among their more radical flanks and (only discursively, I would say) 
'betraying'' the farmers' critique. This was said to have been an issue of serious debate 
withinn AECO itself and at the international coordinators meetings. After the campaign 
wass closed down in 1995, because a new agreement had been signed that arranged the 
replacementt of the Gmelina chip mill, many former activists, especially farmer and 
communityy leaders, stated that they felt the struggle was 'only halfway'. This was 
because,, even though their extension was slowed down, the Gmelina plantations were 
stilll  in place and the company was a direct competitor for fertile arable land throughout 
thee 1990s. 

Scientificc discourse proved to be an important unifying element as regards 
framingg on a national scale. As discussed in chapters six and seven, successful 
representationn of science proved to be the key to the political outcome of the conflict 
and,, in this context, employing 'strategic neutrality' had the highest political impact. 
Strategicc neutrality is, of course, a contradiction in terms, but I introduced it to capture 
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thee fact that, for strategic reasons, arguments are needed in environmental campaigning 
(ass in many other conflict situations), which are or seem sufficiently neutral for 
decision-makerss to be used for the framing of their choices, without them running the 
riskk of being accused of taking sides and making choices without a basis or under 
pressuree from certain groups. Of course, such materials can be used to convince these 
decision-makerss as well. This is especially so for environmentalist work, in which 
manyy issues are not 'knowable' without scientific inquiry (Yearly 1994). 

Twoo themes were mainly under discussion in scientific terms: first, the benefits 
andd threats to be expected from the Gmelina plantations and second, the benefits and 
threatss to be expected from the industrial work on the shore of the Golfo Dulce. One 
couldd say that the first discursive territory was won by the Stone Container coalition, 
havingg 'reforestation' on their side as a winning frame to defend the Gmelina 
plantationss with. The second territory became occupied by the ecologists who 
successfullyy applied the 'biodiversity protection frame' to defend Osa's nature against 
industrialization.. Biodiversity protection of the Golfo Dulce and the Corcovado Park 
wass the common frame of those involved on a supra-local scale. An important reason 
too focus on this framing orientation, and not on the criticism of neo-liberal agrarian and 
forestryy policies, was the increasing international political opportunities related to 
biodiversityy conservation for Costa Rica as a donor dependent country, and the 
decreasingg opportunities for national protectionist agrarian and social development for 
Costaa Rica as an IMF dependent country (an issue elaborated on in chapter seven). The 
choicee for the biodiversity frame on a national and transnational scale - apart from it 
beingg valid in view of the highly diverse forests of the Osa Peninsula and the 
ecosystemm of the Gulf - was also influenced by the dominance of conservation pur 
sangsang as a strategy within the Northern/US environmental movement. Furthermore, the 
mostt conservationist strands of this movement have influenced Costa Rica's own 
environmentall  policy to a great extent (1.3). 

Thee recent scientific findings on the uniqueness of the Golfo Dulce (3.3) were 
inn part produced especially for the sake of the campaign, in order to obtain material for 
thee strategic neutrality needed in the debate. This gave invincible arms to the 
campaigners.. A respected oceanographic researcher from Europe could convince the 
evaluatorss and the decision-making institutions involved in the assessment of Ston 
Forestal,, such as the General Comptroller and Figueres' Government Evaluation 
Committee,, that the Gulf was a unique (fjord-like) ecosystem, of which there were only 
fourr in the world, and that it was so vulnerable it could not support disturbance or 
contamination.. This was an important reason for decision-makers to make Stone 
Containerr move their industrial work to another spot. Moreover, the oceanographic and 
biologistt knowledge was 'democratized' among the local protest coalition. However, 
onee of the main arguments of the 'winning frame', that the traffic and industrial plant 
wouldd harm the biological corridor between two National Parks, was contested with 
somee success by the pro-Stone coalition. While the ecologists and scientists insisted on 
thee actual natural function of the biological corridor, policy makers in favor of the 
companyy denied its existence because there had been no legal measures to create the 
corridorr officially. 
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Duringg the campaigning years, the Gmelina plantations proved to have a high 
resistancee against any sort of criticism, despite there being ground to question their 
impactt on soil fertility, soil structure, surrounding biodiversity and socio-economic 
conditionss of the farming population. As I have argued in 6.3, most scientific material 
aboutt Gmelina arborea, at least until 1996, focuses on growth figures and environmental 
influencess on these, and not on their own environmental impact. However, scientists were 
ablee to refer to a number of risks involved, such as soil exhaustion, splash erosion, 
compactionn because of the harvesting system and invasion of the species in natural 
ecosystemss (see 6.3). The frames 'sustainable development' and 'reforestation of the 
forestt cover' proved to be sufficient ammunition in the hands of the company and their 
supportivee politicians to force the protest coalition almost to deny their criticism of the 
plantationss in order for them not to lose political opportunity for influence in the 
project.. The ambiguity and conceptual confusion over the term reforestation and the 
oldd connotation of 'restoring the forest cover' that the word reforestation has, could be 
usedd by the company and its defenders to convince policymakers that the plantations 
wouldd help combat deforestation and should by no means be called into question. Most 
scientists,, including the scientists specialized in forestry issues, left out the issue of the 
Gmelinaa plantations in their final position about the project. Not necessarily because they 
agreedd with them, but because they did not have the scientific material to sustain a 
positionn against it, or because they did not want to have their fingers burnt scientifically, 
economically,, or politically. The case of the NGO Neotrópica Foundation has shown in 
whatt dilemmas this scientific project in the Osa Peninsula was entangled, trying to 
defendd its resources, its neutrality and its name among various constituencies (6.4). 

Becausee of the above I think, that if Ston Forestal would not have included an 
industriall  plant in their design, their project probably would not have felt any political 
harmm from the local protests of farmers in the Osa Peninsula, either or not defended by 
AECOO and their international coalition partners. 

Creatingg and seizing political opportunities 

II  argued that, despite the scale cross-cutting agency of ecologist campaigning 
concerningg global issues such as biodiversity conservation, hierarchy of scale will 
continuee to play a very important role in defining the final outcomes of the struggle. 
Thee degree to which ecologist, or socio-environmental concerns lead to response from 
statee allies depends on conditions of the political opportunity structures, such as 
internationall  dependency relations, national environmental law and ratified 
internationall  agreements, the relative power of various ideological strands inside the 
state,, the degree of institutionalization of the concerns aimed for, the environmental 
andd social consciousness and room for maneuver of officials, and short-term political 
opportunitiess of any kind. Then, the implementation of the politically accepted claims 
dependss on the interplay of all these factors again and last but not least on sheer 
bureaucraticc procedures and organization which define the actual management of local 
naturall  resources and the political participation of citizens. How about this all in the 
casee of the Stone Container conflict in Costa Rica? 
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AECO'ss philosophy regarded institutionalized politics as the ultimate means to arrange 
thee sustainable society in general and it was in any case indispensable in the Stone 
Containerr conflict. High-level officials had to become convinced to withdraw Stone 
Container'ss permits and mutual agreements which had been signed earlier by the 
governmentt and this was no easy task. In line with worldwide ecologist strategies of 
thee 1990s, lobbying politicians, ministers and other government officials was part and 
parcell  of the coalition-building process, alongside the coalition's overt protest 
demonstrationss and their educational work. This was extensively elaborated on in 
chapterr seven. The ecologists' efforts to create and seize political opportunities at the 
levell  of the Costa Rican state clearly shows that the environmentalist master frame was 
transcribedd and transformed according to the national political opportunity structures, 
wheree final decisions had to be taken. Accordingly, the enactment of newly obtained 
'transnational'' identities such as being ecologist, even if sustained by strong 
transnationall  campaigners from a worldwide movement, faced the limitations of certain 
nationall  political enclosures. The skillful negotiation and bargaining with decision-
makers,, creating and seizing spaces within both the international and national political 
opportunityy structures was indispensable. The framing orientation AECO developed 
towardss most politicians in the course of the campaign, was technical-scientific, 
legalistic,, reformist, constructed around political and legal procedures to be followed 
and,, last but not least, it reflected the sovereignty frame politicians had defended 
themselvess with. Strategic framing work had to be adapted to this discourse in order to 
createe political opportunities for participation in institutional politics. In general, 
strategicc framing efforts themselves co-define the political allies and outcomes and 
thuss are not mere 'facades' of an internally consistent message. 

Thee framing orientations in the Stone campaign were developing in such 
differentt directions (e.g. towards international politicians and towards peasants, see 
7.1)) that it became difficult for AECO to keep them ideologically together. AECO had 
too navigate firstly between technical-scientific, legalistic language on a national scale, 
secondlyy the holistic critique of the type of neo-liberal development and all its potential 
socio-economicc effects on a local scale and thirdly the conservationist framings of 
rainforestt protection towards some other allies on an international scale. These three 
majorr framing orientations that were developed vis-a-vis the three major 
constituencies,, that is politicians/decision-makers, rural dwellers in the Osa Peninsula 
andd the international environmentalists, show striking similarities to the three pre-
existingg major political alliances or nexuses as regards natural resources in Costa Rica 
ass outlined in 1.3. These were respectively the capital accumulation nexus (most 
influentiall  in the 1990s), the social reformism nexus (having by then lost a great deal of 
politicall  weight) and the eco-development nexus, of which AECO itself formed part 
althoughh it was still dominated by conservationists (Carrière 1990, 1991). They are 
politicallyy diverging per definition. This is to say, at the time there was no real political 
opportunityy for AECO's ecologist beliefs. This made them 'split up' their arguments 
inn strategically deployed - but sometimes hardly connected - directions. 
Inn short, at a national level there were two main political opportunities that presented 
themselvess to the campaigners. Firstly, the availability of a formal legal system in 
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Costaa Rica to turn to for support for the protection of biodiversity, combined with the 
availabilityy of influential allies to help reform government bodies or articles in laws, to 
strengthenn this support. Secondly, the international financial dependency of Costa Rica 
combinedd with the rivalry between the two major political parties which constituted an 
opportunityy to be seized when there was a change of government in 1994. I will 
elaboratee on these two items below. 

Inn the Stone case, the interplay of law and science, both sources for strategic 
neutrality,, proved to be an important ingredient in the strategic agency used to oppose 
thee industrial project. This interplay was reflected in the report of the Costa Rican 
Generall  Comptroller's office and the arguments for not giving final approval to Ston 
Forestall  for their industrial work on the shore of the Golfo Dulce (7.3). The lawyers of 
thee Comptroller made use of international agreements such as the Rio Declaration of 
1992,, including the 'precautionary principle', as well as the forest studies of the 
scientificc NGO Neotrópica Foundation and the recent scientific findings about the 
biodiversityy of the Golfo Dulce to argue that it was better to avoid the risk of 
industrializationn of the area. In their report they severely criticized the approval of Ston 
Forestal'ss Environmental Impact Study, because it was 'reductionist' and insufficient 
too assess the potential harm of the industrial project (Contraloria 1994). By that time, at 
thee end of the campaign, the Universities had started backing the Comptroller's 
argumentss in their criticism of the Impact Study as a result of the wider debate. 
However,, the initiative finally to oppose Stone's intervention was clearly in the hands 
off  the legal specialists themselves. This links up with Yearly's argument (1996b) that 
theree is a wider tendency towards an increasing legal primacy over science in 
governmentall  procedures concerning the environment: science in this case was the raw 
materiall  for strategic legal neutrality. There was an important antecedent to this. 

Inn 1993 - in the aftermath of the Earth Summit in 1992 - there had been a 
meetingg of Comptrollers on a Latin American scale in which these entities - that have 
too control the expenditures of the State's resources - decided to pay more attention to 
thee sustainable use of natural resources, regarding it as being an integral part of the 
nationall  patrimony. This was decisive for the agency of the Comptroller in this case, 
togetherr with the conjuncture of the debate on Stone Container in the Osa Peninsula 
andd the whole country, and the information made available by the ecologists. There 
wass another element that added to the critical agency finally finding its way through 
thee Comptroller's disapproval of the industrial plans and that was AECO's successful 
involvementt in a commission to reform an article in the Constitution, amplifying the 
rightt to a healthy environment in 1994. The Comptroller was able to use this improved 
articlee in its final report, which shows a clear case of the creation of political 
opportunityy by the ecologists themselves. The Comptroller's decision to use 
environmentall  laws and agreements for the non-approval of an agreement of the State 
wass new to Costa Rica and a transnational victory for the ecologists. The lawyers had 
mobilizedd international law and had created a new precedent and thus a political 
opportunityy to be used by others, in accordance with a Latin American agreement of 
controllingg bodies. 
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Thee second type of political opportunity available to the protesters was the change of 
Administrationn in 1994. In general, there was a broad consensus among politicians 
aboutt the desirability of a project such as the Stone Container Corporation one. Both 
majorityy parties, the right-of-center Christian-democrat PUSC {Partido Unidad Social 
Cristiana)Cristiana) and social democrats PLN (Partido Liberación National) had been involved 
inn the invitation to and the support for Stone Container as regards its project in Costa 
Rica.. The policy arguments on which government support for the Stone project were 
basedd include the attraction of foreign investments, non-traditional export 
development,, the political request for productive examples of sustainable development 
-- including industrial forestry and reforestation efforts - and the creation of jobs for the 
problematicc Southern zone to alleviate social pressure. The final reason for the fierce 
politicall  support for the forestry component of Stone's project was that making use of a 
broaderr definition of reforestation has political benefits for those in power and financial 
benefitss for their connections in the forest industry. 

Ann increased area of 'reforestation' is regarded as proof of an administration's 
dedicationn to the environment. If this happens using private financing, the inputs in 
termss of tax reduction and incentives are relatively small compared to the political 
gain.. Ston Forestal's director in the early years, Max Koberg von Patten, who 
personallyy was a broker and a co-designer of the Ston Forestal project, had previously 
beenn one of the political leaders of PUSC in the 1980s. Because of this, the ties 
betweenn Stone Container and PUSC were the most strongly developed. If Stone had 
achievedd its objective, they would have sown between 16,000 and 24,000 hectares 
duringg the PUSC/Calderón Administration of 1990-94. This surely played a role in the 
Environmentall  Minister's and Vice-minister's support for the project. However, there 
iss also a paradox which should be mentioned here. Both the attraction of the pulp 
industryy to Costa Rica and the promotion of monocultures through this and other 
meanss is the result of the criticism towards deforestation in both the US and Costa 
Rica.. This created political and economic or entrepreneurial opportunity for large scale 
treee planting, whatever the real consequences on the environment may be. On the other 
hand,, and in the meantime, the biodiversity frame served its function in the protest 
againstt the industrial forestry project because of the same international attention to 
Costaa Rican natural treasures. This may have added to the difficulty of criticizing the 
'reforestation'' part of the Stone project: was it not an answer to earlier international 
critique? ? 

Thee rivalry between the PLN and the PUSC played a role to some extent in 
thee decision by Calderón's successor, Figueres Olsen, to install an investigative 
committeee to study the Stone case when he came to power as President of the 
Republic.. When, in collaboration with tactical allies, the national and international 
pressuree gained momentum in 1994 it became possible to publicly challenge the new 
president,, Figueres, with regard to him keeping his promises to find a solution to the 
conflictt over Stone Container's investments. In the discursive battle that had risen 
regardingg the project's compatibility with sustainable development, the issue of 
biodiversityy conservation was the most tangible and politically sensitive factor in 
pressingg for the project's reform. The presence of many international political leaders at 
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hiss inauguration, including those from various donor countries, was strategically exploited 
byy the campaigners to challenge Figueres publicly to prove his environmental concern in 
thiss particular case. For example, the campaign made use of advertisements framing the 
campaignn goals in the new government's own discourse on the importance of 
biodiversityy conservation, confronting them with the challenging question: 'Mr. 
President:: does biodiversity really come first?' (advertisement see 1.5). Among other 
things,, Figueres' response to the Stone case served to ease the more general 
discontentmentt about the political closure to certain environmental groups of the 
formerr administration. Relations had generally worsened during the preceding 
Calderónn administration, particularly because of its reluctance to allow real citizens 
organizationss to participate in the political process which would culminate in the Earth 
Summitt in 1992 (O' Brien 1996). Figueres reacted with a practical solution: a short 
studyy of the arguments employed in the Stone conflict and a new agreement with Stone 
Container.. The government representatives and the protest coalition agreed on the 
necessityy to move the industrial project to another spot, namely Golfito, and agreed that 
betterr conditions for the country, the Southern area and the land owners should be 
negotiatedd in a new agreement with the company. These negotiations were tough (7.5) 
butt Stone Container Corporation did not want to let go of Ston Forestal. To them it was 
aa model project, a foot in the door of Central America, an area they needed for raw 
materiall  production. Furthermore it was a place where genetic experiments could be 
carriedd out using Gmelina seeds and an ideal location for a project that had to 
demonstratee Stone's good intentions to its actionists and public as regards obtaining 
raww material sustainably. The skillful negotiation of the team of Costa Rican and US 
professionalss appointed to do this task resulted in all parties having the idea, or being 
ablee to claim that they had been the ones who made the final proposal to locate the 
industriall  plant near Golfito, on the other side of the Golfo Dulce. 

Inn early 1995, after the death of AECO's main leaders, a new agreement was 
signedd between the Costa Rican government and Stone Container Corporation, which 
detailedd not only a new location for the chip mill , but also the environmental 
responsibilityy of the mother company in the US for any potential damage done by Ston 
Forestal,, while requesting the establishment of a monitoring commission to supervise 
Stone'ss future activities, based on explicit civil participation. Therefore, besides being 
aa practical solution to the impasse, it was also a remarkable showpiece of bargaining 
powerr for Costa Rica as a country vis-a-vis a powerful TNC. Success was probably 
alsoo partly due to the fact that the power of this TNC on the world market was 
decliningg and partly because paper is patient after all? 

8.55 Backlash or  transformation? Impacts of the campaign after  1995 

Whatt happened to Ston Forestal after the campaign? The extension of the plantations 
hadd severely slowed down during and after the campaign and land owners had started 
too ask higher prices. During the campaign, in 1993, the Stone Container Corporation 
hadd started an auditing process of their plantations in order for them to be granted a 
certificationn of sustainability, or a 'green seal'. According to Stone Container's senior 
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vicee president Gerald Freeman, they initiated the audit to 'get Greenpeace off their 
back'' (interview, Chicago Sept '98). The certifier, Scientific Certification Systems 
wantedd to include the industrial project in its certification evaluation , but after being 
confrontedd by the ecologists' opinions they decided only to certify the pulpwood 
plantations.. Their worries concerning the industrial project probably added to the 
strategicc agency of Stone Container agreeing to the replacement of their industrial 
plant.. Not everyone in the protest coalition agreed with these negotiations because a 
greenn seal is an important tool in hands of a company when it comes to defending and 
promotingg the total project vis-a-vis its critics and shareholders. SCS certified the Ston 
Forestall  plantations in 1996 and the evaluation report stated that Ston Forestal was a 
largee company operating in an ecologically vulnerable area and that this meant that 
theyy had to focus on ecological issues more urgently than in other areas with similar 
projectss (SCS 1996). Ston Forestal appointed an environmental officer and then indeed 
usedd the certification amply in its correspondence and PR as a proof of its 
environmentall  care. However, the diversification of Stone Containers production 
strategiess and the potential market value of their improved seeds and environmental 
imagee could not prevent them from being overtaken by Jefferson Smurfit in 1998. 
Jeffersonn had no need for such a showcase project and sold it a year later. AECO was 
neverr allowed to participate in the Stone project monitoring commission, and, due to 
alll  manner of reasons, it never became a meaningful instrument as far as I could see. 
Thee fact that because of the campaign and the subsequent recession the industrial 
projectt was not built at all and the Ston Forestal project was slowed down, sold and 
reformedd in 19993 was, however, a major achievement realized by a peculiar 
partnershipp between the ecologists and the world market. 

Myy observations of the post-campaign movement in the Osa Peninsula have 
servedd to weigh and understand what must have happened in the years before and have 
beenn essential for the meaningful composition of the preceding chapters. I now wish to 
providee some examples of the way the campaign operated until the end of my 
fieldworkk in 1999 and the backlash that it encountered during that period. Some 
characteristicss of change should be taken into account. As Salman (1994:23) states 
'there'ss more to movements than unequivocal results or clear-cut presence (or) their 
abilityy to exert pressure at a certain time and space, (they) are much more fluid, multi-
layeredd and long-term, and their dynamics are much richer'. Even short-term cycles of 
protestt that seem to be 'moments of madness' (Zolberg 1972), may have a profound 
long-termm impact on beliefs, networks for future activism and political goals. As 
Tarroww states of the cumulative effects of 200 years of social movement in Europe and 
thee US: 'effects of social movement cycles are indirect and to a large extent 

11 La Nación May 28 1998, and www.latco.org/flynn, www.americaeconomia.net of 2001. Costa Rican 
(based)) entrepreneurs bought the project in 1999 from the merger Smurfit-Stone Container. The main 
productss in 2001 were wood for pencils, cheap building materials, furniture, pallets and interior 
decorativee uses. Moreover, Gmelina seeds were traded and part of the wood was chipped and exported, 
inn earlier years mainly in the form of woods in trunks; the first export of chips took place in 1999 
(www.stonforestal.comm of 2000). 
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unpredictable.. They work through capillary processes beneath the surface of politics, 
connectingg the Utopian dreams, the intoxicating solidarities and the enthusiastic 
rhetoricc of the cycle's peak to the glacially changing, culturally constrained and 
sociallyy resisted pace of social change' (Tarrow 1994:186). In this sense, it is difficult 
too disentangle what changes provoked by one multi-level campaign can be called 
reformativee or transformative. One could evaluate the results of this campaign, but not 
withoutt taking into account the warning that political moves are often the result not of 
onee social movement or campaign only, but are rather the result of a combination of 
factorss creating unrest (Rucht 1992, Tarrow 1994). 

Inn a case like the Stone Container campaign, where political education and the 
emancipationn of certain involved groups were as much goals of the SMO as reaching the 
officiall  environmental and political target that bound its coalition partners together, a 
wholee range of effects from short-term intended outcome to long-term unintended 
outcomee should be taken into account. This is difficult for a foreign researcher to do 
becausee it requires a long-term presence in the area and the country. By entering the stage 
att the end of the campaign, and having spread the research project over a longer period, I 
wass able to gain at least some insight into the follow-up of the campaign and thus into 
thiss complex matter of reform, transformation and back-lash from the perspectives of 
citizens'' participation and biodiversity conservation in the course of various Costa Rican 
administrations.. On the next pages I have attempted to construct an overview of the 
outcomess of the campaign by summarizing the extent to which the main actors that 
formedd the campaigning coalition and their major institutional allies reached their goals 
withinn the time-span of the research. First, until the closure of the campaign in February 
19955 and then until mid 1999. 
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Objections,, solutions and achievements of AECO and major  coalition partners 
durin gg and after  campaign against Ston Forestal (1992-1995, and 1995-1999). 

Organizations s 
AECO O 

Comitéé Pro 
Defensa a 

Greenpeace/ / 
RAN N 

Majorr  objections 
-Stonn Forestal will have 
negativee impact on Golfo 
Dulcee and Forestry Reserve 

-Stonn Forestal causes out-
migrationn and dependency 

-Evaluationn system of 
environmentall  impacts does 
nott function well 

-Forestryy policy threatens 
biodiversity y 

-Neo-Iiberall  development 
modell  threatens 
environmentt and rural 
livelihood d 

-Theree is an inequality of 
opportunitiess and rights 
betweenn foreign companies 
andd inhabitants of the zone 
-Lackk of government 
attentionn to the area 

-Stonn Forestal will have 
negativee impacts on 
community,, agricultural 
andd tourism resources 

-Thee Stone industrial 
projectt will threaten 
biodiversityy of forests and 
marinee resources in Osa 

-Itt will attract more 
industrializationn to the zone 

Mainn solutions envisioned 
-Industriall  project and existing 
agreementss should be annulled. 
-Companyy should be held 
responsiblee for damage 

-Agriculturall  lands should be kept 
freee of Gmelina or better system of 
leasee developed 

-Neww kind of evaluation commission 
needed;; more independent and with 
citizenn participation 

-Forestryy policy should be reviewed: 
Forestryy Reserve should be better 
protected. . 

-Smalll  scale autonomous 
developmentt should be stimulated 
andd citizen participation in 
environmentall  management 
enhanced d 

-Moree state support to the producers 

-Haltt Gmelina on agricultural lands 
-Independentt production of Gmelina 
iff  lucrative 
-Otherr location for chip mill 

Thee plans for the chip mill should be 
cancelled d 

Achievements s 
Neww agreement of 1995 : 
-Environmentall  responsibility 
Stonee Container arranged 
-Industriall  project planned on 
vulnerablee spot 
-Monitoringg commission with 
citizens'' participation created 

-Neww evaluation commission 
environmentall  impact studies 
createdd with citizens participa 

Untill  1999: Forestry policy 
becamee more neo-liberal; 
deforestationn facilitated by 
deregulation;; possible relatioi 
strategicc backlash of campaig 
Neww evaluation commission 
disappearedd in 1995 because 
legall  reform. Ston Forestal pr 
soldd and reformed, industrial 
projectt not built (relation with 
campaignn and market factors) 

Organizationall  capacity to dei 
changee enhanced; new projeci 
butt no viable agricultural 
alternativess until !999 

-Neww agreement created with 
participationn in the project; m 
veryy meaningful. The campaij 
enhancedd prices of lease, slov 
downn plantations; sale and ref 
off  project in 1998/9. 
Chipp mill relocated, new 
agreementt arranging 
environmentall  responsibility, 
neww Environmental Impact 
Assessmentt done. 

Untill  1999 no safeguarding 01 
Golfoo Dulce; forestry reserve 
plunderedd after legal reform 
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-Longg term safeguarding of 
Golfoo Dulce needed 

Neotrópica a 
Foundation n 

Citizens' ' 
Commission n 
CCGA A 

Comptroller r 
General l 

Ombudsman n 

Evaluation/ / 

-Thee Stone industrial 
projectt will affect 
biodiversityy of the forests 

-Thee plantations are 
establishedd in ecologically 
fragilee zone 
Theree is a lack of 
opportunitiess to have 
environmentall  rights 
defendedd in such cases as 
Stonn Forestai 

-Inn case of Ston Forestai the 
CRR state abuses financial 
andd natural resources 
belongingg to national 
patrimony y 

-Violationn of the law 
throughh private use of 
publicc facilities, bad 
managementt of 
infrastructure e 

-Riskss of environmental 
impactss too high, violating 
a/o.. Rio Declaration and 
articlee 50 Constitution. 
-Thee Free Trade agreement 
hass no legal basis 

-Thee agreements violates 
sovereigntyy like old banana 
companyy contracts 

-Lackk of studies about 
social,, environmental and 
economicc effects 

-Unclearr and unsatisfactory 

-Stonn Forestai should use existing 
harborr outside Peninsula 

-thee EIS should be done more 
seriously y 

-Thee environmental article of 
Constitutionn (no. 50) should be 
amplified d 

-Theree should be a permanent 
legislativee commission on the 
environment t 

-Actuall  agreements cannot be 
implemented d 

-Betterr EIS needed 

-Cancellationn of actual agreement 

-Freee trade regime to be 
reconsidered d 

-Moree impact studies needed 

-Golfitoo option for chip mill to be 

Alll  attained in 1995 

Plantationss slowed down and 
industrializationn avoided on longer 
run. . 
Neww article drawn that creates 
possibilitiess forNGOs to defend 
environmentall  rights in 1994. 
Articlee instrumental in report 
Comptrollerr to halt 
industrializationn Ston Forestai. 

Untill  1999 no institutionalized 
legislativee commission, Assembly 
ratherr cooperating in legal reform 
enhancingg deforestation in 
practice. . 
Alll  attained: by campaign and their 
disapprovall  government and Stone 
pushedd into new agreement and 
neww more comprehensive EIS. 

Agreementt cancelled 

-Neww general agreement with 
betterr conditions for CR and 
environment t 

-Untill  1999 no serious social 
impactt studies done. Social effects 
somewhatt mitigated by slowed 
downn plantations. 

Almostt all attained in 1995 but no 
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negotiation n 
Committee e 

conditionss for both CR and 
thee producers in agreements 

-Industriall  project will have 
aa negative environmental 
impactt and attract more 
industry y 

reconsidered d 
-EISS should be re-evaluated 
-Gmelinaa producers should be 
independent t 
-Environmentall  responsibility to be 
arrangedd according to US standards 
-Companyy should assist in 
maintainingg infrastructure 
-Monitoringg commission to be 
installed d 
-Largee projects such as these should 
nott be allowed in Osa without due 
landd use and development planning 

landd use and development plai 
andd no independent Grr 
producerss (until 1999). 

Throughh their Stone campaign, AECO had acquired an unprecedented status as a 
politicall  actor on the Costa Rican map, and was acknowledged as such by friends and 
enemiess alike. It came as no surprise that they suffered a severe backlash as an 
organizationn after four of their main leaders died . Even though AECO continued to 
receivee death threats afterwards, in the spirit of the deceased they kept on working in 
thee offices, but the pressure took its toll and the organization split into two camps in 
1999,, which meant the official end of AECO. This did not prevent them from 
achievingg successes in the meantime, above all in their campaigning against open pit 
goldd mining in the North of the country, a huge and successful campaign which used 
manyy of the same strategies as the Stone campaign. As far as I could see this campaign 
madee use of the lessons learnt. The main organization to emerge from AECO 
continuedd as Coeco-Ceiba and continued working on forestry and mining issues as the 
officiall  representative - in close contact with other members - of Friends of the Earth 
International. . 

Ass regards the effects of the Stone campaign, a major drawback was the legal 
reformm and deregulation that caused citizen participation in the Commission of Impact 
Studiess to cease in 1995. This cancelled out a major institutional achievement by the 
ecologists.. The new deregulating Forestry Law was drawn up and approved in 1996 on 
thee basis of very effective coalition building by the neo-liberal forces (facilitated by 
USAID),, to which the consensus-based alliance of Costa Rican environmental groups 
couldd not respond to quickly enough because they became embroiled in long rounds of 
consultations.. As I have stated in the overview, there may be a possible relationship 
withh backlash of the ecologist movement. The reformers may have exploited the 
confusionn and lack of effective leadership at that time. I cannot help but see a link 
betweenn the ecologists' deaths and commercial forestry interests having their way in 
thee country at that time. 

Thee local protest committee and its main members had learnt a lot and they would apply 
thesee lessons to many other situations afterwards. The most important and visible one was 
aa campaign against the deforestation that the legal reform since 1995 had provoked in the 
Osaa Peninsula. Some members chose to work with AECO and focus mainly on lobbying 
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andd institutional cooperation. Others chose for open confrontations with the authorities 
whichh included blockades of wood transport on the Inter-American highway. As in 
AECO,, the unity was soon lost, however, and the movement split into various camps and 
spaces.. The temporal collective identity transformed into an individual identification with 
sociall  and ecologist goals. The backlash on female activism was remarkable. Despite the 
legitimizationn efforts, the female anti-Stone activists were faced with limitations as 
regardss enacting and internalizing their newly-created or re-phrased identity. Despite the 
re-interpretationss of gender that occurred during the Ston Forestal campaign women 
leaderss faced limitations to their continued participation due to structural inequalities. I 
termedd these limitations 'gendered enclosures' in line with the definition used by Nencel 
(2001).. The general disharmony in the conflictive social context of the Osa Peninsula also 
tookk its toll when, during my stay, various conflicts impeded further co-operation between 
thee women. 

Thee local committee and the ecologist groups achieved a major success in 
replacingg and thus avoiding industrialization, albeit without a guarantee for the longer 
term,, because binding land use planning or a protective status for the Golfo Dulce were 
nott achieved. Ambitious plans for a sustainably used biological corridor were drawn up 
byy the government at the end of the century. If the latter had worked, this would also 
havee been more effective than a purely protective status as an ecologist solution to both 
environmentall  and social problems experienced in the area. In the Osa Peninsula, both 
thee struggles against Osa Productos Forestales in the 1970s, and against Stone 
Containerr Corporation in the 1990s, achieved political successes. However, in both 
cases,, the outcome did not offer the protesters that many tangible options. The 
Corcovadoo Park was shut down. Although it attracts tourists it has generated only 
limitedd benefits for the local population to date. Stone's industrial project was not built, 
butt no viable productive alternatives emerged during my research period. Some 
agriculturall  alternatives were introduced, such as roots and tubers, which created new 
expectationss among the farmers but most were abandoned again because of technical 
andd marketing problems. When I left the area, a new company emerged with the same 
sloganss of welfare and progress. This time the focus was on oil palm. It was clear that 
thee movement had raised consciousness concerning the farmers' position. As far as I 
couldd see the farmers asked many critical questions to both Ston Forestal and the oil-
palmm company before they became involved and demanded reasonable prices. 

Inn short, the building block of ecologist political opportunity (especially in legal 
matters)) suffered from a backlash which was seized upon by those involved in skillful 
neo-liberall  coalition building in the forestry sector. However, other ecologist successes, 
ass in the case against open-pit mining would follow. The unity of the mobilizing webs 
(nationallyy and locally, not internationally) and the enactment of collective identity 
sufferedd most of all from a lack of binding leadership. However, the frames survived to 
aa large extent as many of the quotes may have revealed. It is a matter of when and how 
neww campaigners cultivate the seeds sown. 
Duee to the primacy of neo-liberalism in Costa Rican politics in the 1990s, there was 
limitedd scope for political alliance-building in the country itself. However, some 
decisivee steps were made, as reflected in, for example, the new agreement between 
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Stonee Container and the State in 1995. The tangible support on a national scale was 
limitedd in terms of letters, signatures and resolutions. Besides the issue of AECO's 
self-chosenn autonomy as the vanguard of a new ecologist movement in the country, it 
shouldd also be mentioned that, during the 1990s, social movement activism in Costa 
Ricaa generally declined when compared to the 1970s and 1980s. Finally the ecologists 
hadd come a long way with their political impact as regards the defense of biodiversity 
inn the Osa Peninsula, the defense of national sovereignty versus a TNC resulting in a 
remarkablee agreement and some other institutional and legal changes effectuated along 
thee way. Last but not least there was their face-to-face political identity building which 
wass the foundation of their campaign in the Osa Peninsula. In 2001 there was a huge 
nationwidee demonstration against unbridled privatization. It may well be that the Stone 
Containerr campaign was an 'early riser' in a longer-term protest cycle culminating in 
thiss huge demonstration of public discontent with the effects of neo-liberal 
developmentt policy. 

8.66 Five building blocks on solid ground? Reflections on the theory of grounded 
greenn campaigning 

Theree has been a call for the development of more comparative social movement 
research,, beyond the scale of a single case ( a/o Johnston and Klandermans 1995). This 
couldd not be done in the individual project at stake here. Another priority, I suggested, 
inn the face of globalizing economic regimes and social movements, transnational 
investmentss and communications, is to analyze the vertical scale within individual case 
studies.. In this book, I discussed the scale-cross-cutting networking process between 
certainn persons in a variety of institutional settings, with a variety of scales in terms of 
action-radiuss and final impact. I placed their basis of work and outcomes of their 
involvementt in a hierarchical framework, going from local grievance formation in the 
Osaa Peninsula to the transnational mobilization, back to the national decision-making 
processes. . 

Campaigningg first and foremost concerns the creation of critical agency to push 
forr change. Agency, the dynamic interplay of actors with structures proved to be a 
usefull  bridging concept and approach to the case, for example with regard to 
combiningg the analysis of the effects of neo-liberal development and conservation 
policiess on the Costa Rican countryside with the specific strategic action developed 
againstt Ston Forestal in the Osa Peninsula. Contextual factors, such as the declining 
statee support for agriculture, did play a significant role in the mobilization process, but 
thenn merely through the perceptions of those participating, in part mediated through the 
framingg of movement leaders. As I have argued, the strategic enactment of identities and 
thee application of scientific and legal 'strategic neutrality' in framing processes was 
indispensablee for the creation and seizure of the required political opportunities. I found 
itt very useful to develop the theory throughout the entire research process and I also 
considerr it useful to have defined the five building blocks of campaigning power which 
togetherr enabled me to guide, describe and analyze what I observed in the field and in the 
documentation.. Because of this the study was a constantly inspiring process. 
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Grounding:: how to deal with it in both analysis and campaigning practice? 

11 have defined grounded green campaigning as follows. The grounding of 
environmental,, ecologist campaigning implies that, from the point of view of content 
andd methodology, a campaign shares ground with the livelihood security and 
sustainabilityy of certain deliberately supported categories of people who suffer from 
structurall  scarcity and inequality. Their livelihood security and sustainability form the 
basiss of the challenging argument, in which both ecological/conservation and social 
valuess are defended with the goal being to effectuate changes in value systems, policies 
andd actual situations of inequality and resource abuse. In this challenging effort, the 
groupss of people mentioned play a central role in the creation of critical agency in 
orderr to effectuate change, i.e. the work is done with and not (only) on behalf of them. 

Groundedd green campaigning is a normative, strategic and analytical concept all 
att the same time. The concept is normative because it explicitly involves challenging 
thee actual economic and cultural order and demands political choice and 
methodologicall  transparency. It is strategic from a conservation and conflict resolution 
pointt of view because, among other things, it addresses structural inequalities and 
involvess the ones who are dependent on specific natural resources for their livelihood 
andd identity and therefore contributes to the sustainable resolution of environmental 
conflict.. Lastly, it is analytical because both the execution and understanding of 
groundedd green campaigning demand insight into the diversity of natural resource use 
practicess and perceptions in the areas debated, including dimensions of economic 
inequality,, ethnicity and gender. In practice, political, financial, organizational and 
interculturall  realities will demand negotiation and grounding then becomes an issue of 
(continuous)) reflection and monitoring. 

Ann analysis of the grounding from this perspective is an alternative to the 
widespreadd interventionist notion of 'taking the interests of all stake holders into 
account'' in conflict resolution or the design of an intervention. Deliberate and transparent 
choicess as regards who to work with are indispensable. 

Inn what ways and to what extent was the AECO-led campaign against Stone 
Container'ss industrial project grounded? Many elements of the answer to this question 
havee been given throughout the book and this chapter. I will try to synthesize an answer 
usingg the five building blocks. AECO managed to build their challenging argument on 
thee land use interests of small farmers and tourism entrepreneurs, categories they indeed 
identifiedd with. They temporarily melded elements of gender and campesino identities 
withh ecologist identity on a national and international scale and - together with local 
leaderss - they created a collective identity of defenders of Osa's natural resources 
amongg a diverse constituency. However, because of the identity of the mobilizing webs 
especiallyy on an international scale (mainly focused on rainforest protection) and because 
thee political opportunities for holistic ecologist critique of neo-liberal agricultural and 
forestryy policy were limited at the level of the Costa Rican state, the framing-orientations 
developedd in such diverse directions that keeping them ideologically together was very 
hard.. The sacrifice of the critique of the monoculture plantations in the national framings 
meantt a threat to the grounded-ness of the whole effort, but there were good strategic 
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reasonss to do so in view of the political opportunity structures available. It was replaced 
byy the skillful application of the biodiversity conservation frame, but this argument was, 
withoutt doubt, less grounded. Nature and biodiversity were concerns of the Peninsula's 
poorr as well. This was for various reasons, such as their growing interest in tourism 
developmentt and their affection for their living environment. However, intensive framing 
workk had to be carried out to ensure the connection of this argument with local 
livelihoodd concerns. To ensure the continuous grounding in terms of methodology, 
AECOO upheld the symbolic collective actions, invested heavily in the sustenance of the 
mobilizingg webs in Osa Peninsula and kept on translating the framing processes and 
politicall  opportunities taking place on national level back to this level of organization. 

Ass a result of their campaign, AECO's coalition managed to have certain vital 
ecologistt criteria incorporated into the negotiations of a new agreement between Stone 
andd the government: beside another spot for the industrial project, the environmental 
responsibilityy of the TNC was arranged and a monitoring commission for the industrial 
projectt was to be set up with explicit citizen participation by inhabitants of the Peninsula. 
Furthermore,, in their process of creating and seizing political opportunity they managed 
too create some institutional spaces for citizen participation in the Costa Rican 
governmentall  monitoring system of environmental impact studies and they strengthened 
andd amplified the right to a healthy environment as laid down in the national 
Constitution.. Thus, their campaign had an effect on the very political opportunity 
structuree of the country which others were able to use later. The final effect of the 
campaignn was that, even though they could not stop them, the extension of Stone's 
plantationss did suffer from the critique and delay of the industrial project. This indicates 
thatt the final effect may be more in line with the basic argument than the frames used for 
thee sake of political opportunity after all, but probably with a limited effect on long-term 
valuee systems and policy. There is an element to AECO's (and other ecologists') work 
thatt should instead be actively called 'grounding', or the 'creation of common ground'. 
AA re-examination of the parts on identity formation shows that - except in the case of the 
smalll  farmers' campesino identity and other small 'clusters of communality'- the 
collectivee identity in the area was limited. The Stone campaign instead helped create a 
collectivee identity and by doing so reinforced people's connection to the specific area (!), 
ass happens in conflicts over resources throughout the globe. In terms of production 
however,, even if they tried to work with farmers on organic rice and small-scale forest 
managementt after the Stone campaign, AECO - just like any other governmental agency 
orr NGO before - was unable to offer a sustainable alternative to the economically 
troubledd area. 

Ass most researchers have to conclude after finishing their work: the job is never 
done.. Four questions linger on. Firstly, what is the right space and place to be given to 
naturall  resources use and rural dwellers' problems in the analysis of a campaign by 
meanss of building blocks of environmentalist - especially ecologist - campaigning 
power?? Secondly, how can one satisfactorily connect short-term and long-term aspects 
off  identity and their connection to interests in this 'building block method' of 
analysis?.. Thirdly, what is the right space and place to be given to leadership as an 
indispensablee factor for the connection of all the building blocks? Finally, this made 
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mee reflect again on the concept of building blocks of campaigning itself: can this 
conceptt sufficiently reflect the dynamic processes of interaction that characterize a 
campaign? ? 

Itt is often a small core of activists from professional SMOs who are able to 
achievee significant results through conscious networking and alliance and coalition 
building.. The success of this process is based on the construction of a collective 
identityy or ideological identifications of the institutions involved, but also on a partly 
strategic,, partly haphazard, combination of people with specific personal and 
professionall  antecedents combining their specific agency in order to achieve a political 
objective.. In order to make meaningful contributions to social change however, the 
predispositionn for action of ecologist campaigners, and their use of the various building 
blocks,, have to be connected to a long-term vision. The challenge for both researchers 
andd ecologists is to deconstruct the easy frames of 'the concerns of the community' and 
too establish where conservation concerns and the interests of various categories of local 
actorss meet and where they clash. Thereafter, choices have to be made. This is a real-
lif ee and theoretical problem at the same time. Not only in this case of campaigning, but 
inn many others as well, tensions exist between serving biodiversity conservation 
interestss on the one hand and the complex sets of interests on the other. To do this 
seriouslyy one has to acknowledge the complexity of interests and the struggle over 
entitlementss to natural resources (a/o. Dietz 1997). The marriage of diverse and often 
conflictingg interests (of so-called stakeholders) with the defense of nature conservation 
iss a very complex task. If the bridge built with the building blocks is meant to reinforce 
thee pursuit of one specific goal - which in this case was the withdrawal of Stone's 
industriall  project from Osa - what position does the complexity of natural resource 
relatedd problems of rural dwellers occupy in the construction of critical agency to strive 
forr more structural changes? Ecologists have to choose the site carefully on which to 
constructt their argument and action in order to ensure a thorough basis for their 
campaigning,, including in the longer-term. Being against an intervention from a purely 
ideologicall  standpoint is never enough and the question of a realistic follow-up in 
termss of livelihood security of the poor is vital to such grounded green campaigning. 
However,, an NGO need not provide the answers solely itself. The building of trust 
amongg local land users that change can be effectuated is a result that is at least as 
importantt as the specific plans and projects that may be formulated. People then have 
thee power to control the follow-up themselves. This relates to the next issue, namely 
thee space and place of short-term and longer-term aspects of identity formation and 
theirr relation to interests. 

Insteadd of only using the term 'collective identity mobilization and construction', 
II  would conclude the study by describing at least part of the identity-related work in the 
coursee of a campaign as 'using and re-modeling various interests, identities and 
identificationss for various purposes related to one strategic goal'. This applies to many 
campaigns,, being temporal, issue-based, multi-level and multiple-interest in character. 
Forr the specific application to short term campaigning one might even be able to refer to: 
'(issuee based) strategic identity melding', which comes very close to the framing of 
interests.. However, this would ignore the long-term alliance building based on 
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developmentt goals that is so crucial for the campaigning of ecologists to be grounded. In 
thiss case, AECO was striving for 'socio-environmental movement building' in the 
Southernn area of Costa Rica, with the Stone campaign being merely a tool in this 
process.. For AECO, the term strategic identity melding would hold best for their multi-
levell  coalition building work, but not for their face-to-face identity building work with 
smalll  farmers and with women, even if there were clear signs of (no more than) temporal 
identityy melding in the Osa Peninsula. 

Theree are good reasons for ecologists to be divided over different organizations: 
theirr specific philosophies, priorities and styles of working differ and all serve their 
purposee in the political spectrum striving for social change. However, to be effective in 
thee long run, alliance building between these organizations on a broader and higher level 
thann 'just' the individual level of cases or issues is needed. Collective identity formation 
onn all levels then remains the ideal term for grounded green campaigning: protest 
campaignss should have connections to longer term alliance building and societal goals 
bothh on a local and international scale. 

Iff  this is so complex and difficult to tackle in an individual case such as the 
Stonee campaign, how then should one deal with grounding in international horizontal 
alliancess of like-minded organizations or transnational advocacy networks, if they wish 
too lobby the power holders on behalf of highly diverse constituencies? Political 
ideological,, historical, cultural, religious, organizational and intellectual backgrounds 
andd identifications, as well as gender, ethnic and economic relations may differ greatly 
inn such complex networks and vertical/horizontal structures of cooperation and it is 
importantt to do justice to this diversity. Where globalization and transnationalization 
tendd to homogenize, transnational grounded green campaigning is a matter of finding 
'meetingg points' or 'clusters of communalities' for both short-term and long-term 
strategicc reasons while not only allowing for, but also making the case for 
heterogeneityy in both the biological and cultural sense. It may be regarded as one of the 
vehicless in opposition to what Goldberg and Essed (2002: 1076-7) call Cloning 
Cultures,, that is the reproduction of systems of preference for sameness shaped by real 
orr imagined kinhood in dynamic relation to modes of productivism, consumerism and 
aestetism.. Grounded green campaigning was used in the case of the Stone Container 
projectt in the campaign against the notion that all Costa Rican land users, including 
poorr campesinos, should become 'marketized citizens' (Schild 1998) and be willing 
andd able to respond to market incentives regardless of lifestyles, background, 
education,, geographical location, age and gender. It was used to counteract the notion 
thatt all should fit  into the 'productivity profile' (Goldberg and Essed 2002) by adopting 
anyy kind of lucrative mono-culture and leaving behind their often multi-purpose 
productionn systems. I would welcome a further elaboration of the interactions of 
culture,, politics and people's identifications with their natural resource base in 
transnationall  campaigning like this against one of the actual effects of corporate 
globalization,, namely the worldwide proliferation of genetically manipulated crops. 
Howw does one avoid the 'grounding' of a campaign becoming an object of endless 
fundamentalistt discussion, while negotiation and clear definitions of goals and strategic 
verticall  coalition-building are so necessary to reach political successes in a tough and 
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intransigentt international political arena? Dilemmas are an unavoidable consequence, for 
examplee in the event that an international ecologist network strives to acquire corporate 
responsibilityy while holding the private sector accountable in some of the regions is 
hardlyy realistic from the political point of view under the present circumstances. Another 
examplee is that of a donor-led trade campaign advocating Northern market opportunities 
forr the Southern poor while, in many areas, creating the conditions to produce in a 
sociallyy and environmentally sustainable way is still a far-off goal. Open debate, research 
intoo realities and well-informed decision-making as regards the design and evolvement 
off  a transnational campaign then go hand in hand. In such circumstances, grounding 
becomess an issue of reflection and monitoring, as well as of actually facilitating work on 
thee ground to help organizations formulate and implement alternatives themselves. 

Nott only are strategic planning and monitoring indispensable ingredients for the 
strategicc interest and identity melding process, and its connection to a strong longer-term 
vision,, but also (charismatic) leadership. Can ecologist campaigning do without having 
stimulatingg leaders with vision who help create the critical agency with the various 
buildingg blocks of power? Can an inspiring book, for example, be enough inspiration for 
memberss of ecologist organizations to do their work properly? Or can spectacular 
stuntmenn climbing towers to draw public attention, accompanied by a good public 
relationss officer, be a stand-in for the charisma of these leaders as long as there is a clear 
missionn statement and enough creative people around? What effective leadership entails 
iss very culturally specific and so are framing, identity formation and in fact all the 
buildingg blocks. This makes it complicated to do justice to this on an international scale. 
Inn a specific case such as the Ston Forestal campaign, effective leadership skillfully 
choosess the ground to build on and guides the construction process of critical agency 
withh the building blocks of campaigning power. It will not always be necessary to have 
thee same strong oral capacities as the AECO leaders had, or the same capacity for 
bridgingg the gap between conservationists and producers of rice and beans, but leaders 
shouldd in any case be careful constructors or architects. 

Inn the whole conceptual picture this would result in the following. The elements 
off  grounded green campaigning power are solid ground, five strong building blocks and 
aa good (transnational) team of bridge builders. Strategic identity and interest melding, 
linkedd to collective identity formation in the longer term is then the magical touch that 
bridgee builders or campaigning artists or architects would need to apply. Transnational 
activismm in principle offers a global political opportunity for social change. However, it 
wil ll  take a lot of skill to avoid a situation in which, in the action and reaction process of 
globalizationn and transnational activism, the global civil society created by the latter 
servess only as a political legitimization or correction mechanism (cf. Yüdice 1998). 
Onee could even say that it would be like a 'social lightning conductor' for (the excesses 
of)) the very strong powers of economic globalization. Because of pressures, both from 
thee outside and the inside, Latin American governments such as the one in Costa Rica 
havee established environmental policies and institutions, but their implementation is 
weakk and they often do not go beyond lip service (Dore 1996). This is due not only to 
lackk of finance, political will and a lack of policy coherence but also due to a mistaken 
diagnosiss of the underlying (socio-economic) problems of environmental degradation 
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andd their solutions (Kaimowitz 1996). In the context of this line of thought, one could 
alsoo speak of the urgent need for 'grounded green policy'. 

Beforee finishing this book, my position changed from one of a researcher with little more 
powerr than the epistemological, to one in which, together with my colleagues, I have 
beenn given the space to debate and decide about financial support to ecologist 
networkingg and campaigning worldwide. I warmly invite the readers, especially those 
environmentall  campaigners who have an interest in social science and scientists with 
speciall  interest in rural development, as well as my new colleagues, to comment on all 
thiss and improve upon the work in everyy sense. 
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